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An important objective of reflection seismology is to transform a seismic 
dataset into a reflectivity image of the subsurface.  Reflectivity imaging involves 
removal of propagation effects by creating an inverse propagation operator using 
an estimated macro velocity model. The accuracy of a reflectivity image depends 
on the accuracy of the velocity model used. Hence, the estimation of a good 
velocity model is crucial. Flat sedimentary layers, though laterally homogeneous 
over small-scale, often exhibit a simple kind of anisotropy called vertical 
transverse isotropy (VTI). Negligence of anisotropy in migration may result in 
significant deviation of an imaged reflector from its true position. Our ability to 
estimate anisotropic parameters using limited aperture, limited bandwidth seismic 
data is restricted. Several recent developments in data acquisition including more 
intense acquisition (e.g., 3-D), broader bandwidths, and new survey 
methodologies (e.g., Ocean Bottom Seismics and vertical cables) have improved 
our ability in dealing with anisotropy. In light of these recent developments the 
 viii
objective of my research is three-fold - (i) finding better algorithms for anisotropy 
estimation that makes use of enhanced data acquisition, more powerful computers 
and graphical interfaces, (ii) understanding and re-evaluating our 
limitations/capabilities of anisotropy estimation in light of the new algorithms, 
and (iii) using the results of analysis as an aid to constrain anisotropy estimates.    
The Common Focus Point (CFP) technology defines a recent method of 
prestack migration velocity analysis which has several advantages over other 
popular methods. One remarkable advantage is that the imaging error is given 
directly in time allowing easier model updates through inversion. The CFP 
technique has been used in recent past for estimating isotropic heterogeneous 
velocity model for geologically complex subsurface. For my research, I extend 
this method to anisotropic parameter inversion by suitably implementing the 
space-time domain version of CFP method for picking the traveltime error 
resulting from the incorrect guess model. I successfully implement this approach 
to estimate anisotropy of the shale thrust-sheets in the Canadian Foothills model. 
This model has targets of interest below transversely isotropic shale thrust-sheets 
and estimating anisotropic parameters is important for proper depth imaging of 
target zone. The synthetic P-mode data used for the analysis has been generated 
using a finite difference algorithm.  
In order to quantitatively assess the advantages or limitations of CFP 
domain velocity analysis in estimating the anisotropic parameters, I have 
performed sensitivity analysis under different experimental settings like different 
observation apertures, layer thicknesses, tilt in symmetry axis, picking error and 
 ix
the use of mode converted data. The results quantitatively establish the advantage 
of joint inversion of P-P and P-Sv over the conventional inversion of solely P-P 
data in constraining the depth and anisotropic parameters. Also the constraint on 
parameter estimation improves with increase in angle of tilt of symmetry axis 
with respect to the reflector.  
The CFP domain analysis also has advantages in dealing with mode 
converted P-Sv data as separate focusing at the receiver side and source side 
allows it to deal with one wave type at a time. In complex media, this helps avoid 
the cumbersome calculation of common conversion point (CCP) location. The 
CFP analysis has been applied for estimating anisotropic parameters as well as 
layer thickness by joint inversion of P-P and P-Sv synthetic data for the geology 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 MOTIVATION 
         An important objective of reflection seismology is to transform a 
preprocessed seismic dataset into a reflectivity image of the subsurface. The 
primary reflection data contains (i) the propagation effects of the medium and (ii) 
the reflections from the different layer boundaries in the medium (Berkhout, 
1982, p. 167). The propagation effects represent the integral, or average velocities 
(macro layering or low wavenumber content of the subsurface) over the distance 
traveled (Stolt and Benson, 1986, p. 25). Reflections, on the other hand, represent 
the derivative or changes in physical properties (detail layering or high 
wavenumber content of the subsurface), one of which is velocity (Stolt and 
Benson, 1986, p. 25). Reflectivity imaging involves removal of propagation 
effects by creating an inverse propagation operator using an estimated macro 
velocity model (Berkhout, 1982, p. 167). The accuracy of a reflectivity image 
depends on the accuracy of the velocity model used to create inverse propagation 
operator. Hence, the estimation of a good velocity model is crucial. The method 
used to accomplish this is called migration velocity analysis (Stolt and Benson, 
1986, p. 25). In the presence of anisotropy, velocity analysis also estimates the 
parameters that control the directional dependence of velocity.    
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               Flat lying sedimentary rocks, though laterally homogeneous over small-
scale, often exhibit a simple kind of anisotropy called vertical transverse isotropy 
(VTI) (Officer, 1958; Krey and Helbig, 1956; Daley and Hron, 1977). Negligence 
of anisotropy in migration may result in significant deviation of a reflector from 
its true position (Leslie and Lawton, 1998). Hence, it is necessary to incorporate 
anisotropy in migration algorithms. However, our ability to estimate anisotropic 
parameters using limited aperture, limited bandwidth seismic data is restricted and 
depends on several factors like data acquisition, depth and thickness of target 
layer etc. (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994). The study of effect of rate of change in 
output parameters with respect to changes in model inputs is called sensitivity 
analysis. Sensitivity analysis is a useful tool and helps numerically quantify 
uncertainty associated with different elastic parameters under different data 
acquisition setups.  
1.2 ANISOTROPY IN EXPLORATION SEISMOLOGY 
 
          Anisotropy is defined simply as a variation of a physical property with the 
direction in which it is measured (Winterstein, 1990). In the context of seismic 
wave propagation, anisotropy is the variation of wave propagation with the 
direction of propagation and/or the polarization of shear waves (Winterstein, 
1989; Tatham and McCormack, 1991). Seismic anisotropy can be of three types – 
(a) Inherent, (b) Induced, and (c) Long wavelength anisotropy (Tatham and 
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McCormack, 1991, page 35). Inherent anisotropy may be caused by: (i) the 
specific crystal structure of minerals forming a rock leading to crystalline 
anisotropy (Crampin et. al.,1984), (ii) directed stress (Crampin et. al., 1984), (iii) 
preferred orientation of elongated or flat cracks or grains leading to lithologic 
anisotropy (Crampin et al., 1984). Induced anisotropy occurs when stress causes 
preferred orientation of cracks (Anderson et. al., 1974; O’Connelly and 
Budiansky, 1974; Budiansky and O’Connelly, 1976; Crampin, 1978; Bamford 
and Nunn, 1979; Hudson, 1981). Most sedimentary rocks of the upper crust are 
found experimentally to be anisotropic due to their sedimentary origin and 
lithification under gravity (Thomsen, 1986). Moreover, if a layered isotropic 
media is investigated with an elastic wave of wavelength much longer than the 
typical layer thickness, the wave propagates as though in anisotropic medium 
(Backus, 1962). This type of anisotropy, called long-wavelength anisotropy can 
be observed if the geologic medium has laminations, parallel fractures etc. 
(Crampin, 1978; Schoenberg and Douma, 1988; Helbig, 1998).  
Seismic anisotropy is not a new concept in exploration seismology. The 
physics of seismic anisotropy has been understood well based on the theory of 
continuum mechanics and linear elastic theory (Love, 1944). The degree of 
velocity anisotropy in stratified rocks has been measured and reported by White 
and Sengbush (1953), Cholet and Richard (1954) and Uhrig and van Melle (1955) 
and others. Crampin et al. (1984) provides a good review of the state-of-the-art 
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seismic anisotropy, however, the subject of anisotropy assumes an altogether 
different dimension when looked from an imaging perspective. From an imaging 
perspective, some aspects of anisotropy may be simplified while others get 
complicated and probably intractable with current models. Simplification comes 
from the fact that many cases of anisotropy encountered in exploration 
seismology is transverse isotropy (Thomsen, 1986). This greatly reduces the 
number of unknown parameters. The complication arises from the fact that the 
scalar aspect of reflection data is not very sensitive to anisotropy (Thomsen, 
1986). The poor sensitivity to anisotropy is due to factors related to our 
limitations in data acquisition – limited aperture, limited bandwidth, scalar nature 
of seismic data and the presence of noise (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994). Several 
recent developments in data acquisition including more intense acquisition (e.g., 
3-D, 4-D), broader bandwidths, and new survey methodologies (e.g., Ocean 
Bottom Seismics and vertical cables) have improved our ability in dealing with 
anisotropy. In light of these developments, we can improve our ability in dealing 
with anisotropy by  
(i) finding better algorithms for anisotropy estimation that makes use of 
enhanced data acquisition, more powerful computers and graphical 
interfaces, 
(ii) understanding and re-evaluating our limitations/capabilities of 
anisotropy estimation in light of the new algorithms, and  
(iii) using converted wave data as an aid to constrain anisotropy estimates.  
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In the following three sections, I provide a brief review of each of these 
aspects of anisotropy estimation problems.  
 
1.3 MIGRATION VELOCITY ANALYSIS 
With time, several migration velocity analysis techniques have come into 
existence. Each has its merits and limitations depending upon the nature of data 
(e.g. short offset vs. long offset), resources available (e.g. computational power, 
data size) and the geological setting (e.g. weakly heterogeneous vs. strongly 
heterogeneous). In this section I briefly discuss the commonly used domains of 
velocity analysis and how they compare with the CFP method for anisotropy 
estimation. 
1.3.1 THE CMP METHOD 
         The Common Mid Point (CMP) method (see Yilmaz, 1987, page 45), is 
based on the assumption of flat reflectors so that for a particular shot-receiver 
pair, the reflection point (common depth point or CDP), is located at a position on 
the reflector midway between the source and receiver (common mid point or 
CMP) at some depth (see Figure 1.1). For each CMP, the reflection traveltime 
curve as a function of offset is given by the approximation for reflection 
moveouts from a Taylor series expansion of the )( 22 xt curve near 02 =x (Dix, 
1955; Taner and Koehler, 1969; Hake et al., 1984; Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994). 
For short-spread data in laterally homogeneous isotropic media, reflection 
moveouts are approximately hyperbolic and are accurately described using just 
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the first two terms of an infinite series representation (Taner and Koehler, 1969). 
However, moveout becomes non-hyperbolic with increasing offset and a vertical 
variation in velocity (Yilmaz, 1987, page 48). To build a velocity model, an 
attempt is made to find a velocity (normal moveout velocity NMO) which 
corrects for this moveout.  For short-spread data in a horizontally layered 
subsurface, the NMO velocity equals approximately the root mean square (rms) 
velocity (Dix, 1955; Taner and Koehler, 1969; Al-Chalabi, 1973; Hubral and 
Krey, 1980). Interval velocity (the model) can be obtained from the rms velocity 

















v       ,                                                                                  (1.1) 
where nv  and 1−nv  are the rms velocities at layer boundaries n and 1−n  
respectively, and nt and 1−nt  are the horizon times measured on seismic data 
corresponding to layer boundaries n and n-1. NMO correction, followed by 
stacking based on nmo velocity analysis, yields improved signal to noise ratio 
especially for coherent noise (Yilmaz, 1987). The NMO method, however, fails to 
take into account lateral heterogeneity and so its accuracy is limited to media that 
are laterally homogeneous within the surface aperture of the CDP gather.  
          In the presence of anisotropy (say VTI) and/or vertical heterogeneities, the 
higher order terms from the series representation describe non-hyperbolic 
moveout for larger offsets. Tsvankin and Thomsen (1994), and Alkhalifah and 
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Tsvankin (1995) have expressed these higher order terms using anisotropic 
parameters for homogeneous (one-layer) VTI media. Alkhalifah (1997), and 
Grechka and Tsvankin (1998) have obtained the expressions for higher order 
terms in the case of multiple layers. An attempt is made to obtain values for the 
higher order terms by finding statistically best fits to traveltime curves, and 
inverting these fits to estimate anisotropic parameters (or a combination of them). 
This method, however, cannot overcome inherent non-uniqueness, even by using 
long spreads, if only P-wave data are included (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1995).  
 
 
Figure 1.1: Sorting from a shot gather to a CDP gather geometry. CMP is the 
surface common mid point location between shot and receiver. If the 
subsurface comprises of horizontal reflectors then CMP is the 
vertical projection of CDP on the surface. 
 
          In the presence of VTI, two combinations of anisotropic parameters namely 




= ) can be obtained 
  
           
 





from P-wave reflection data from interfaces with different dips (Alkhalifah and 
Tsvankin, 1995), or from long spread P-wave reflection data from horizontal 
interface (Alkhalifah, 1996), or from weakly laterally heterogeneous media with 
horizontal interface (Grechka, 1998), with stability of η estimation decreasing by 
the same order of magnitude. While vnmo and η are sufficient to accommodate 
anisotropy corrections in time migration, they cannot resolve vertical velocity for 
construction of velocity models needed for depth migration (Stunff et al., 2001). 
Stunff et al. (2001) demonstrate that all three VTI parameters (α0, ε and δ) can be 
estimated from inversion of arrival times and acquisition geometry if the model 
contains an intermediate non-horizontal interface. Thus, an anisotropic depth 
model can be constructed. Information about the vertical velocity and reflector 
depth was contained in the reflected rays which crossed the dipping intermediate 
interface (Stunff et al., 2001). Although lateral heterogeneity does create a 
dependence of P-wave traveltimes on the vertical velocity, there is no guarantee 
that for a general heterogeneous model all anisotropic parameters can be resolved 
successfully (Stunff et. al., 2001). 
          Wave propagation in anisotropic media is manifested in seismic data as 
anomalies in traveltimes, amplitudes and waveforms. Traveltime data are 
commonly used in seismic parameter estimation with normal moveout (NMO) 
based analysis (e.g., Tsvankin, 2001). In NMO analysis, a truncated Taylor series 
is used to approximate the reflection traveltime equation in a common-mid-point 
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(CMP) geometry. Authors van der Baan and Kendall (2002), and Sen and 
Mukherjee (2003) give traveltime expressions for NMO in the τ-p (intercept 
traveltime – ray parameter) domain in a VTI medium. It has been established that 
from P-wave traveltime analysis alone, three anisotropic parameters (α0, ε and δ) 
describing P-wave propagation in a VTI medium (dependence on the fourth 
parameter β0 is very weak), cannot be determined uniquely from the surface 
seismic data (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994). Anisotropic parameters in a VTI 
medium can be estimated with the analysis of multicomponent seismic data or a 
priori information like well-log data or geologic descriptions of the media.     
 
   
Figure1.2 (a) Half space velocity model, left. (b) Incorrect velocity model used 
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Figure 1.3 (a) CIG migrated using the incorrect velocity model of Figure 1.2b, (b) 
residual depth corrected CIG using the incorrect velocity of 1.4 km/s 
to do the residual depth correction to the CIG in Figure 1.3a, (c) 
residual depth corrected CIG using the incorrect velocity 1.6 km./s. 
to do the residual depth correction to the CIG in Figure 1.3a, and (d) 
residual depth corrected CIG using the true velocity of 1.5 km./s. to 
do the residual depth correction to the CIG in Figure 1.3a. 
 
1.3.2 THE CRS METHOD 
         The Common Reflecting Surface (CRS) is a generalization of the well-
known CMP stack and velocity analysis (Bergler et al., 2002). It simulates zero 
offset sections from 2-D seismic reflection pre-stack data (Muller et al., 1998; 
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CMP gather based on one parameter (stacking velocity) analysis (Muller et. al., 
1998). Instead, the data are focused to a common reflection surface (CRS) using 
multiple shots and receivers based on a three parameter analysis. The three 
parameters are  
        (i) the emergence angle of a zero offset ray at the surface (α),  
        (ii) the curvature of the wavefront at the normal-incidence-point on the 
reflector associated with the zero-offset ray (RNIP), and  
        (iii) the curvature of the wavefront that represents the envelope of the 
wavefronts associated with Huygens’ secondary sources along the reflector (RN).  
The CRS stacking operator and prestack Kirchhoff type operator (Schneider, 
1978) based on diffraction approximate each other if RN=RNIP. The Kirchhoff 
operator is usually determined with the help of a velocity model, while the CRS 
operator is determined by α , RN,  and RNIP, and thus provides a model-independent 
approximation for Kirchhoff operator where RN=RNIP. Since the CRS method is 
model-independent, it can be applied to reflection data from any kind of 
subsurface. Moreover, the three parameters, (wavefield attributes) can be used in 
inversion algorithms to finally obtain a velocity model (Biloti et al., 2001). 
However, I have not seen any attempt to obtain anisotropic parameters from the 
wavefield attributes using CRS method, in the literature. Incorporating anisotropy 
in the CRS method should be an interesting area of future research.  
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1.3.3 THE CIG METHOD 
         In Common Image Gather (CIG) analysis, after prestack migration of 
common offset data sets, imaged multi-channel data are sorted into common 
image gathers (CIGs) (Al-Yahya, 1989, Liu and Bleistein, 1995, Varela, 1996). In 
each CIG, the data have the same imaged horizontal location viewed from 
different offset/angles. After prestack migration with the correct velocity (see Fig. 
1.2a), the imaged depths of individual events at a CIG must be the same 
regardless of offset (see Fig. 1.3d) so that after stacking, a coherent image of the 
reflecting point results. After migration with an incorrect velocity (see Fig. 1.2b), 
the imaged depths at a CIG will differ (see Fig. 1.3a, b, c) (Varela, 1996). The 
difference of imaged depths (also called residual moveout) provides information 
with which to correct the velocity based on the quantitative relationship between 
residual moveout and migration velocity (Varela, 1996). Thus, the residual 
moveout gives error in depth, and analysis is performed in the space domain. The 
equation relating traveltime error to depth error is based on some simplifying 
assumptions about velocity model e.g., a 1D velocity model assumption (Jiao et 
al., 2002; Ahmed, 2003) or using simple geometry for 2D/3D velocity model and 
is thus inaccurate in complex media. This may lead to slow convergence in the 
presence of strong lateral heterogeneity (Kabir, 1997). The CIG (offset-depth) 
domain has been used to analyze anisotropic parameter determination for 
factorized VTI medium using P-wave data (Sarkar and Tsvankin, 2003). (A 
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medium is said to be factorized if all ratios of the stiffness elements cij are 
constant, which implies that anisotropic coefficients and the ratio of the vertical 
velocities of P- and S-waves must be constant as well.) Although P-wave 
traveltimes alone cannot be used to separate anisotropy from lateral heterogeneity, 
moveout of events in image gathers does constrain the vertical gradient of 
velocity. Sen and Mukherjee (2003) have performed similar analysis in plane 
wave (τ-p) domain and unlike (x,t) NMO, derived interval anisotropy parameters 
directly. 
1.3.4 THE CFP METHOD 
         In the Common Focus Point (CFP) method, the goal is to obtain a velocity 
model that successfully illuminates each subsurface gridpoint (reflection point or 
CFP) (Berkhout and Verschuur, 2001). For each point, traveltime is calculated to 
all receiver locations in the recording aperture (Fig. 1.4) and it is used to generate 
a focusing operator (Fig. 1.5) (Berkhout and Verschuur, 2001). This operator is 
applied to all shot gathers, and one trace is extracted from each resulting gather 
(Berkhout and Verschuur, 2001) (see Fig. 1.6a,b). Each extracted trace has the 
specular reflection contribution from the particular subsurface gridpoint, and each 
is placed within a trace-gather corresponding to its shot position (Berkhout and 
Verschuur, 2001). The resulting gather is called a CFP gather (Fig. 1.7), and it 
represents the one-way time response (Fig. 1.8) for the subsurface point  




















Figure 1.4: Traveltime from a CFP to all receiver positions is used to calculate the 
operator. 
 
          It has been shown by Berkhout and Rietveld (1994), Kabir and Verschuur 
(1996), and  Thorbecke (1997) that for a correct macro model, the time-reversed 
focusing operator has exactly the same traveltime as the corresponding CFP 
response for all offsets (principle of equal traveltime) producing zero differential 
time shift (DTS) between the operator and CFP response (see Fig. 1.9). Any 
deviation of the DTS from zero-lag indicates a velocity and/or depth error. Since 
the error is given directly in time for the spatial location of a particular gridpoint, 
this analysis is done in space and time simultaneously. The CFP domain analysis 
has been used for anisotropic parameter estimation in VTI media in the offset-
time domain (Kumar et al., 2004) as well as in plane wave (τ-p) domain 
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(Ferguson and Sen, 2004) using only P-wave data. Since P-wave data analysis 
results in velocity-depth ambiguity, Ferguson and Sen (2004) perform joint 






















Figure 1.5 Time-reversed focusing operator based on traveltime computation in 
assumed model. 
1.3.5 COMPARISON OF CMP, CIG, CRS AND CFP METHODS 
         The CFP based differential time shift (DTS) analysis appears to be a natural 
domain for doing velocity analysis. There exists a direct relationship between 
traveltime error and error in depth and phase velocity. The phase velocity in turn 
depends on anisotropic parameters. The CFP based DTS analysis is performed 
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before imaging, and then stacking is performed (Kabir, 1997). In CIG based 
residual curvature analysis (RCA), the analysis is performed after imaging but 
before stacking (Kabir, 1997). The DTS panel, in contrast to the CIG panel, does 
not show stretching for far offsets (Kabir, 1997). Error analysis done directly in 
the time domain allows for more accuracy and relatively easier model updating 
(Kabir, 1997). In contrast, since in CIG analysis the equation relating traveltime 
error to depth error is based on 1D velocity model assumption (Jiao et. al, 2002; 
Ahmed, 2003), the errors involved are less accurate leading to difficulty in model 
updating in complex areas. Moreover, since the contribution of anisotropy to 
traveltime moveout is small and noticeable only at very far offsets, the choice of 
CFP based approach appears to be more attractive for anisotropic parameter 
estimation.  
         The focusing operator in CFP based analysis is a non-smooth operator and 
bears all the imprints of complex overburdens above the common reflection point, 
whereas the CRS operator is a smooth operator and does not bear all imprints of 
the complex overburden (Bolte, 2003). The data driven CRS operator aimed at 
migration to zero offset results in smearing of data along boundary, whereas the 
model driven CFP operator always produces a perfectly focused image (Bolte, 
2003). Thus, estimation of anisotropic parameters, which involves error analysis 
at very far offsets, is well suited in CFP domain. The disadvantage of CFP based 
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methods over CIG and CRS based methods lies in the high computational cost 
involved (Kabir, 1997; Bolte, 2003). 
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Figure 1.6 (a) Shotgathers from shot 1 to shot 81, (b) The traces corresponding to 
each shot gather, obtained after application of focusing operator on 
corresponding shot gather. The arrow marks the event of specular 
reflection from the given CFP. 
 
1.4 INVERSION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
If the elastic parameters of the subsurface are known, it is easy to solve the 
equations governing wave propagation (forward problem) and generate 
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subsurface images. The process of finding the right elastic parameters from the 
data (inverse problem) to feed the forward algorithm is not trivial, due mainly to 
limitations in data acquisition, presence of noise, and non-uniqueness of the 
method. Depending on the nature of the problem, different inversion algorithms 
are applied. The inverse problem is broadly categorized as linear or non-linear 
(Tarantola, 2005). Linear inverse problems can be solved by local optimization 
methods like steepest descent method or conjugate gradient method (Tarantola, 
2005). Non-linear inversion problems are solved by global optimization methods 
like simulated annealing or genetic algorithm (Sen and Stoffa, 1995). Some non-
linear problems can be formulated as linear problems in the vicinity of their 
solution by making use of first order Taylor series expansion (Menke, 1989; Sen, 
2006). Estimation of anisotropic parameters is a non-linear problem. For my 
research, I formulate the anisotropic parameter estimation problem as a linear 
problem in the vicinity of a preliminary starting solution and use the steepest 
descent approach to solve it. The equations are solved in a least squared sense by 
minimizing an L2 norm (Menke, 1989).  
Seismic data invariably contain noise and/or inadequate information such 
as limited aperture and limited bandwidth. These factors limit our ability to 
estimate the anisotropic parameters effectively. It is important to predict our 
ability or limitations in estimating the parameters under different data acquisition 
settings and noise conditions. Sensitivity analysis is a useful tool to achieve this. 
It helps in examining the impact of measurement errors in traveltime data to the 
estimates of subsurface model parameters. It also includes the theoretical 
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uncertainty (prediction error) caused by the physics of forward problem. Knowing 

























Figure 1.7: CFP response obtained by placing the traces from Fig. 5 at 





















Figure 1.8: CFP response is indicative of trvaeltime from the CFP to shot 





















Figure 1.9: Difference of focusing operator and CFP response (DTS panel) for the 
correct model. 
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1.5 JOINT INVERSION OF P-P AND P-SV DATA 
The use of mode-converted P-Sv data has gained popularity with the 
advent of Ocean Bottom Cable (OBC) technology and Vertical Seismic Profiling 
(VSPs) technology (Barr, 1997; Granli et al., 1999; Jin et al., 2000; Yuan, 2001) 
as pure Sv-Sv mode data are rare and has several acquisition, propagation and 
processing related problems. Shear waves are more sensitive to anisotropy than P-
waves and help in constraining anisotropic parameter estimates needed for 
imaging. When both P-wave and Sv-wave observations are taken together, we 
have a situation like having more number of simultaneous equations to solve more 
unknowns. The conventional CMP based methods cannot deal with P-Sv data due 
to asymmetrical ray path. The common conversion point (CCP) binning 
(Harrison, 1992) and P-S DMO are only partial solutions to asymmetry problem 
and face difficulty with large dimension structural data (Harrison, 1992). The CFP 
based analysis avoids all such problems. Since CFP method is based on separate 
focusing of seismic data at the source and receiver side, the operator for focusing 
in detection may address another wave type than the operator for focusing in 
emission (Berkhout, 1997). 
 
1.6 THESIS OBJECTIVE 
        The objective of this thesis is to quantitatively assess the advantages or 
limitations of Common Focus Point (CFP) domain prestack velocity analysis in 
estimating the anisotropic parameters for a transversely isotropic (TI) media. This 
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assessment is done under different experimental settings including the use of 
mode converted data.  
         In the current chapter, I have defined and introduced the key concepts like 
anisotropy, migration velocity analysis, inversion, sensitivity analysis etc. that are 
integral to my work. I have also provided in this chapter the objective and 
organization of my dissertation. 
         In Chapter 2, I present the theory, implementation and advantages or 
disadvantages of Common Focus Point (CFP) analysis as compared to other 
popular methods are presented. I extend the space-time domain implementation of 
CFP analysis for estimation of anisotropy in complex geological areas like 
Canadian Foothills. I also present an example of anisotropic parameter estimation 
for Canadian Foothills synthetic P-mode data. 
         In Chapter 3, I present the theory and results of sensitivity analysis for TI 
medium under different experimental settings. The results quantitatively establish 
the advantage of joint inversion of P-P and P-Sv over the conventional inversion 
of P-P only data in constraining the depth and anisotropic parameters. I also 
explore other experimental settings including tilted TI media that improve 
constraint on estimated anisotropic parameters. 
         In Chapter 4, I present the theory and advantages of CFP domain analysis 
for mode converted P-Sv data. I also present the results of joint inversion for a 
synthetic P-P and P-Sv data in CFP domain for a model based on the geology of 
Blackfoot field, but with the layers and TI symmetry axis dipping. 
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         In Chapter 5, I present a brief summary of the research. I also suggest some 
















Chapter 2: Elastic Parameter Estimation in Common Focus Point 
Domain 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
         In areas of complex geology such as the Canadian Foothills, estimation of 
subsurface elastic parameters to be used in seismic imaging is not trivial. The 
Common Focus Point (CFP) method provides a new domain of prestack velocity 
analysis where the error in the velocity model corresponding to each reflection 
point can be directly obtained in two-way reflection time. This allows easier and 
more precise model updates (Berkhout, 1997; Kabir, 1997). The CFP (Berkhout, 
1997; Thorbecke, 1997; Kabir, 1997; Berkhout and Verschuur, 2001) method of 
imaging based velocity analysis is based on seismic-data focusing at a number of 
analysis points in the subsurface. These points are selected from CMP stacked 
images such that they correspond to visible reflections. For each point along the 
profile, in a layer-stripping fashion, beginning with the shallowest point, data 
recorded at each receiver location are reverse propagated from the recording 
surface to the analysis point, and models of each source are forward propagated 
from their corresponding source-locations to the same point. There they are cross-
correlated in time. A gather of source data at an analysis point is termed the focus 
operator for that point, and the corresponding gather of receiver data is termed a 
common focus point gather. Where the background model used for propagation of 
sources and receivers is correct, cross correlation yields reflection energy lined up 
at zero-time. Error in the model results in non-alignment or differential time-shift 
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(DTS) (Berkhout, 1992; 1997; Rietveld, 1995; Thorbecke, 1997; Kabir, 1997). 
DTS itself is a measure of error in depth and error in seismic velocity, and as 
such, they may be inverted to update the velocity model.  
          To estimate velocity heterogeneity in isotropic media, Kabir (1997) 
implements the CFP method in the space-time domain. For homogeneous 
anisotropic media, Ferguson and Sen (2004) propose plane-wave domain 
implementation of this technique for anisotropic parameter estimation when both 
P and Sv-wave data are independently available. Velocity analysis in the plane 
wave domain is advantageous as it avoids the problem of multipathing and 
triplication common in the shot domain, and the measured DTSs directly relate 
ray parameter to error in both vertical slowness and layer thickness (Ferguson and 
Sen, 2004).  
          Conventional plane wave domain implementation of depth migration, 
however, may fail to image steep structures such as the base of tilted TI layers 
(Ferguson and Margrave, 2002), while ray based methods that rely on 
computation of group velocity can succeed (Kumar et al., 2004). This imaging 
problem is an outcome of the fact that for tilted TI symmetry axis, some 
horizontal slowness values correspond to two phase angles as shown in Figure 
2.1. As a result, the impulse response created by phase shifting as shown in Figure 
2.2, does not track the theoretical response shown by dashed line beyond 900 as it 
lies in the evanescent region beyond the critical angle (Ferguson and Margrave, 
2002). Although such problems can be avoided by proper modification of the 
plane wave migration methods (e.g. Hale, Hill and Stefani, 1992), I feel that it is 
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          For a TI medium, seismic velocity is defined by five independent elements 
of the elasticity tensor (Crampin, 1984). Thomsen (1986) rearranges the five 
parameters so that two of the five parameters are in units of velocity rather than 
elasticity. Thomsen’s (1986) parameters are α0 (vertical P-wave velocity), β0 
(vertical S-wave velocity), ε (a measure of P-wave anisotropy), δ (parameter 
controlling near vertical propagation) and γ (a measure of S-wave anisotropy). By 
vertical incidence we measure incidence parallel to the axis of symmetry for VTI 
Figure 2.1: Plot of slowness p=kx/ω 
versus phase angle θ for dipping TI 
medium. Each value of p in the 
range indicated by the arrow 
corresponds to two phase angles. 
Values outside of this range are 
uniquely defined (from Ferguson 
and Margrave, 2002). 
Figure 2.2: The impulse response 
for phase shift in a homogeneous 
TI medium with an axis of 
symmetry of 450. The dashed curve 
shows the theoretical response. The 
impulse response does not track the 
theoretical response beyond 900 
(left side of figure) (from Ferguson 
and Margrave, 2002).  
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medium. P-wave and SV-wave propagation in the plane containing the symmetry 
axis does not depend on parameter γ, and depends, therefore, on parameters α0, β0, 
ε and δ alone (Thomsen, 1986). Further simplification for P-wave propagation 
follows from the assumption of ‘weak’ anisotropy where dependence on β0 is 
negligible (Thomsen, 1986). Hence, the anisotropy of the thrust sheet can be 
















Figure 2.3: Anisotropic thrust sheet embedded in a homogeneous, isotropic 
medium. 
 
           I use the space-time domain implementation of CFP analysis (Kabir, 1997) 
to estimate anisotropic parameters for weak TI media in the Canadian Foothills 
model. This model draws inspiration from the geology encountered in Canadian 
foothills where exploration targets often lie below a thrusted shale layer (Leslie 
and Lawton, 1998, Fei et al., 1998). As shown in Figure 2.3, the model consists of 
a weak TI thrust sheet with an axis of symmetry vertical to thrust sheet that is 
made up of four blocks with dips 0, 30, 50 and 60 degrees from vertical 
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respectively, and these are embedded in a background medium that is isotropic. 
All four blocks are homogeneous, and the TI symmetry axis for each block is 
orthogonal to the bedding within. The reflector below the thrust sheet represents a 
horizontal target-layer.  
Based on this model, seismic data used in this paper were generated by 
finite difference modeling techniques (Fei et al., 1998). Data consist of 86 shot 
gathers spaced 60m apart. Each shot has 201 receivers spaced 20m apart with a 
mean offset of zero and total spread of 4000m. The recording geometry is split 
spread, and the central receiver is coincident with shot location. Figure 2.4 shows 
the zero-offset gather for this data set. On this gather, the top of the thrust-sheet, 
the near flat base reflector and the pull-ups on base reflector are easily noticed at 
1.4 s and ~ 4000 m. We use these analysis points later to estimate the velocity 
model to be used for migration  
Velocity analysis and migration based on assumed isotropy produces false 
pull-ups in reflection time below overthrust sediments (Leslie and Lawton, 1998), 
and this can be seen below the highly dipping portions of thrust sheet in Figure 
2.5. The apparent anticline is due to the neglect of anisotropy in thrust sheet above 
rather than true geology. Figure 2.6 shows the ray tracing for an impulse response 
from focus point C. It can be seen that the direction of ray at location X in the 
thrust-sheet is nearly parallel to the TI symmetry axis (slow direction) whereas at 
location Y the ray direction is nearly perpendicular to TI symmetry axis (fast 
direction). Within the thrust-sheet if we go from X to Y, we see an increase in 
angle of propagation with respect to TI symmetry axis and hence an increase in 
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the group velocity resulting in smaller traveltimes with respect to isotropic 
medium. Hence isotropic migration using near vertical (slow direction) P-wave 
velocity, results in false anticline structure for the flat bed below the thrust-sheet. 
To account for anisotropy in migration, I must determine anisotropic parameters 
for the thrust sheet. Anisotropic velocity analysis is difficult for TI layer due to 
the irresolvable velocity-depth ambiguity for P-wave data (Tsvankin and 
Thomsen, 1994; Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1995; Sen and Mukherjee, 2003). To 
avoid this problem, I make some a priori assumptions about the model – (i) the 
background medium is isotropic, (ii) the TTI blocks are homogeneous with the 
symmetry axis orthogonal to bedding, and (iii) the reflector below the thrust-sheet 
is horizontal and coincident with the base of horizontal block of thrust sheet. In 
real situations, I hope to obtain the a priori information from geology or well-logs.  
 
2.2 COMMON FOCUS POINT (CFP) VELOCITY ANALYSIS 
          It is easier to understand the CFP technique starting with the WRW 
framework (Berkhout, 1982). In this framework the discrete version of the model 
for primary wavefields is formulated in the source array coordinates, receiver 
array coordinates and frequency. The space-time domain implementation of CFP 
technique (Berkhout, 1997) can be derived from WRW framework. 
2.2.1 WRW FORMULATION 
After removal of the direct wave, influence of the free surface and internal 
multiples, the seismic reflection data P0(zr,zs) can be expressed in terms of 
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discrete propagation and reflection operators (Berkhout, 1980) for each temporal 
Fourier (or Laplace) component 
),(),()(),( 00 ssrrsr zzzzzz
+−= SXDP                                                                (2.1) 
where each column of source matrix S+(zs) defines the downgoing source 
wavefield at the depth level zs for one source array, and the corresponding 
columns of P0(zr,zs) define the resulting upgoing wavefields that are measured at 
the receiver array at depth level zr. D-(zr) is the detector array. X0(zr,zs) is the 
transfer function one element of which defines the upgoing wavefield at one 
individual receiver element due to a unit source at one individual source point. 








0 )],()(),([),( WRWX                                              (2.2) 
where columns of W+(zm,zs) and rows of W-(zr,zm) define the propagation 
respectively between zs and zm and between zm and zr. R+(zm) defines the reflection 
operator for the downgoing wavefields at depth level zm. 
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Figure 2.4: Zero-offset gather. The pull up in the base reflector (inside the ellipse) 
is evident and is due to the fact that it lies below highly dipping 
thrust-sheet. 




Figure 2.5: Migrated image using isotropic velocity model. The poor image of 
base reflector (inside the ellipse) below the dipping thrust-sheet is 
due to isotropic assumption in imaging. 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Ray tracing from focus point ‘C’ (Figure 2.3) to the source-receiver 
locations. The ray direction with respect to TI symmetry axis shown 






          In first step of migration or velocity analysis, an operator Fj(zs,zm) is created 
that synthesizes the source wavefield in such a way that only one particular 
subsurface gridpoint xj at depth zm is illuminated. Operator from equation (2.6) 
Fj(zs,zm) is applied to the primary data P0(zr,zs) (equation 2.1) to generate a CFP 
gather 
).,(),(),( 0,0 msjsrmrj zzzzzz FPP =∆                                                                  (2.3) 
In the above equation only the response from a single level of reflector is 
considered for the sake of simplicity. This focusing operator in emission is thus 
defined such that 
),,()(),()( msjssmmj zzzzzz FSWI
++=                                                              (2.4) 
with Ij(zm)=[0,0,0,…,0,1,0,…0]T, where 1 is positioned at the jth location of this 
vector and corresponds to the grid point to be focused at the mth depth. 
The focusing operator may be defined in terms of downward propagator matrix 
W+(zm,zs) and the source matrix S+(zs) by rewriting equation (2.3) as 
)()](),([),( 1 mssmmsj zjzzzzz ISWF
−++= .                                                         (2.5) 
Assuming that the influence of the source matrix S+(zs) has been removed from 
the data in advance by using the knowledge of source signature and 
deconvolvolution, equation (2.4) can be written as 
).()],([),( 1 mjsmmsj zzzzz IWF
−+=                                                                    (2.6) 
It is not possible to find an exact inverse operator in space-frequency domain as it 
explodes in evanescent region. Hence, by using matched filter theory (Wapenaar 
and Berkhout, 1989) a stable and good approximation of the focusing operator is 
given as 
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)()],([),( * mjsmmsj zzzzz IWF
−≈  ,                                                                   (2.7) 
as it represents the impulse response of jth focus point at mth depth. The complex 
conjugate of the focusing operator can be written as  
)(),(),( * msmmsj zjzzzz IWF
−≈                                                                         (2.8) 
which is stable and when represented in time domain, defines a time-reversed 
version of the focusing operator. This operator defines one way propagation time 
from the gridpoint at xj at the level zm up to the surface at level zs. 
The result of application of this operator Fj(zs,zm)* (Equation (2.8)) on primary 
data matrix P0(zr,zs) (Equation 2.1) for one reflector is called CFP response and is 
written as 
).()(),()(),(,0 mjmmrrmrj zzzzzzz IRWDP
+−−=∆                                             (2.9) 
After removing the influence of the receiver matrix D-(zr) from the data by 
addressing the detector properties during preprocessing and by including the 
directivity in the propagation matrices, the related focus point response can be 
written as  
)(),(),(,0 mjmrmrj zzzzz RWP
−=∆                                                                  (2.10) 
where, Rj(zm)=R+(zm)Ij(zm). 
Once the matrix operators S+(zs) and D-(zr) have been removed and the sources 
and receivers are brought to the same level (zr=zs), then assuming the correct 
macro model and the coinciding source and receiver locations, the comparison of 
equations (2.8) and (2.10) give following fundamental observations (Berkhout, 
1997): 
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• The time-reversed focusing operator and the related response have equal 
traveltimes at all offsets. 
• The local dip angle has no influence on the traveltimes of the response and 
only influences amplitudes. 
• A reflectivity function may be computed by cross correlating the focus 
point response with the related time-reversed focusing operator.  
 
          Thus the CFP concept can be used for migration velocity analysis (MVA) 
as well as amplitude variation with offset (AVO) analysis. The CFP method of 
velocity analysis is flexible and can be adapted to space-time domain (Kabir, 
1997) or plane wave (τ-p) domain (Ferguson and Sen, 2004). The space-time 
domain velocity analysis can be thought of as an intermediate step of Kirchchoff 
migration. The plane wave domain velocity analysis can be thought of as a variant 
of downward continuation where error is obtained in time and not in depth. The 
model can be built either by layer-stripping approach, where each layer is defined 
by a unique set of parameters or by downward continuation and identification of 
reflection point at each depth location and subsequently updating the parameters 
locally. The CFP method can be adapted to be model independent (Bolte, 2003) 
or model dependent (Kabir, 1997). Though the model independent approach may 
yield models that do not make sense geologically, it is useful in redatuming the 
seismic data in a full prestack sense towards one of the reflectors below a 
complex overburden (Hindriks and Verschuur, 2001; Bolte and Verschuur, 2001; 
Kelamis et al., 2002). The focusing operator for model driven analysis can be 
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obtained either by traveltime computation or by wavefield extrapolation from 
reflection point to source-receiver geometry. The space-time domain 
implementation based on traveltime computation has advantage in handling 
irregular acquisition geometry. Also identification of reflection points in the 
model space after initial stacking makes the number of analysis points sparse 
when compared to the total number of grid-points based on uniform spatial 
sampling. The CFP domain is advantageous for converted wave analysis too 
where separate wavefield synthesis at source side and receiver side allows treating 
the two types of waves separately. This avoids the need to calculate common 
conversion point (CCP).  
2.2.2 CFP SYNTHESIS IN SPACE-TIME DOMAIN 
          Like any prestack domain migration, CFP domain migration treats the 
subsurface reflectors as superposition of several point diffractors. Each point 
diffractor is called a common focus point (CFP) and is addressed separately. The 
final subsurface reflectivity image is constructed as superposition of image of 
each CFP at its corresponding spatial location. For each CFP, imaging is split in 
two steps – (i) focusing in detection followed by (ii) focusing in emission or vice 
versa (see Figure 2.7). This provides a new domain of velocity analysis which is 
in between the two domains, i.e. before applying the second focusing step. The 





Figure 2.7: In the first focusing step, each shot record is transformed to one event 
of the focus-point response (Fresnel-zone stacking). In the second 
focusing step, all events in the focus point response are aligned at the 
one-way image time, followed by weighted superposition (CFP 
stacking). Note that here one-way image ray connects two points 
with the same lateral position; note also that the traveltime along this 
one-way image ray defines one-way image time (from Berkhout, 
1997). 
          In time domain, the focusing operator (equation 2.8) defines one way 
propagation time from the gridpoint at xj at the level zm up to the surface at level 
zs. For each reflection point, e.g. point C in Figure 2.3, a focusing operator (Fig. 
2.8 (a)) is generated based on traveltime calculation from the focus point to all 
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receiver locations (Figure 2.6) in the recording aperture (Berkhout and Verschuur, 
2001). This operator is applied to all shot gathers, and one trace is extracted from 
each resulting gather (Berkhout and Verschuur, 2001). Each extracted trace has 
the specular reflection contribution from the particular subsurface gridpoint, and 
each is placed within a trace-gather corresponding to its shot position (Berkhout 
and Verschuur, 2001). The resulting gather is called a CFP gather (Figure 2.8 (b)), 
and it represents the one-way time response for the subsurface point (Berkhout 
and Verschuur, 2001).  
 
Figure 2.8 (a) CFP operator; (b) CFP gather for point ‘C’ (Figure 2.3) 
corresponding to the initial-guess model. Differences in traveltimes 





          It has been shown by Berkhout and Rietveld (1994), Kabir and Verschuur 
(1996), and  Thorbecke (1997) that for a correct macro model, the time-reversed 
focusing operator has exactly the same traveltime as the corresponding CFP 
response for all offsets (principle of equal traveltime) producing zero differential 
time shift (DTS) between the operator and CFP response. Any deviation of the 
DTS from zero-lag indicates a velocity and/or depth error. Since the error is given 
directly in time for the spatial location of a particular gridpoint, this analysis is 
done in space and time simultaneously. 
2.2.3 CFP SYNTHESIS IN PLANE WAVE DOMAIN 
Ferguson and Sen (2004) use the CFP method in plane wave domain to 
estimate the elastic parameters of anisotropic media using joint inversion of P and 
Sv wave traveltimes. Reflection points (CFPs) are selected in the zone of interest, 
and focusing operators are used to back propagate the reflection data to the CFPs. 
The resulting CFP gathers are then cross-correlated in time with their 
corresponding focusing operators (computed by forward propagating models of 
the seismic sources) in the radon (τ-p) domain. For operators that exactly mimic 
wave propagation from the source and receiver locations to the CFP, energy 
corresponding to specular reflection aligns at zero-lag on the moveout corrected 
CFP gather. Misalignment, or differential time shift (DTS), is the result of error in 
estimating the heterogeneity or anisotropy of the medium above. In anisotropic 
media, the elastic parameters of the medium above can be picked as DTSs in the 
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(τ-p) domain. DTSs are time shifts (∆τ) in the  (τ-p) domain, and they relate ray 
parameter p, error in vertical slowness q, and error in layer thickness z. Least 
squares inversion can be used to estimate the anisotropic parameters using a 
Taylor series expansion of q in the initial values of anisotropic parameters. 
 
2.3 TRAVELTIME CALCULATION IN TTI MEDIA 
          An integral part of CFP analysis is computation of focusing operator for a 
given model. The focusing operator can be computed either by minimum 
traveltime calculation or wavefield extrapolation from reflection point to source-
receiver location. For the estimation of anisotropic parameters for foothills model, 
I use computation of minimum traveltimes from the reflection point to the 
recording surface using brute force mapping scheme (Schneider et al., 1992; Faria 
and Stoffa, 1994; Kumar et al., 2004). The model space is comprised of grid 
points of small finite dimensions. Each grid point has a set of elastic parameters 
associated with it. At each grid point, the approximate anisotropic group velocity 
is computed using the following Fourier based three-term cosine series expansion 




2 coscos)( aaavg −+=
−  ,                                                               (2.11) 
where )(φgv  is the group velocity in the direction that makes angle φ  with 
respect to TI symmetry axis, and a1, a2 and a3 are the coefficients needed to 
compute group velocity in an arbitrary direction. These coefficients are obtained 
by solving the simultaneous equations for group velocities at propagation 
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directions of 0, 90 and 45 degrees with respect to TI symmetry axis (Faria and 
























                                                                                   (2.12)                                 
Kumar et al., (2004) propose a slight modification in group velocity expression to 




2 θφθφφ −−−+=− aaavg ,                                                (2.13) 
where, is the magnitude of anticlockwise tilt in the TI axis of symmetry while vg, 































Figure 2.9: (a) Single traveltime calculation scheme. Traveltimes t1 and t2 are 
known and t0 is calculated to minimize the total traveltime t, (b) For 
a given point of interest A, eight traveltimes can be computed based 
on eight gridpoints surrounding it. The minimum of these provide 












































Figure 2.10 (a),(b): Traveltime mapping scheme: traveltimes for grid points on the 
left side of the source (a) and on the right side of the source (b) are 
calculated column-by-column until the left and right edge of the grid, 




































Figure 2.10 (c),(d): Traveltime mapping scheme: from left to right and right to left 
away from the source column, moving from the source level to the 
bottom of the grid (c) and from the source level to the top of the grid 
(after Faria and Stoffa, 1994). 
 
          For traveltime mapping, a brute force mapping scheme, proposed by 
Schneider et al. (1992) is used to handle complicated velocity distribution. To 
begin with, traveltimes at all gridpoints in the source column (or row) and the six 
neighboring points in adjacent columns are calculated by using slow direction P-
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wave velocity and straight raypaths. Next, traveltime computation advances 
across the model space, one column (or row) at a time, starting from the column 
containing the source (Faria and Stoffa, 1994; Kumar et al., 2004). The traveltime 
t at each gridpoint is obtained by minimizing it using known traveltimes t1 and t2 
at two neighboring gridpoints as shown in Figure 2.9 (a). This is repeated for all 
eight neighboring pairs of gridpoints (Figure 2.9 (b)) and the minimum of the 
eight cases is selected. To correct the possible errors introduced in initial 
condition, the mapping scheme is repeated eight times – right to left (Figure 2.10 
(a)), left to right (Figure 2.10 (b)), top to bottom (Figure 2.10 (c)) and bottom to 
top (Figure 2.10 (d)), with two pairs of nearest neighbors involved each time 
(Faria and Stoffa, 1994; Kumar et al., 2004). This method of traveltime mapping 
is robust. Faria and Stoffa (1994) implement it for TI media and vectorize the 
algorithm to make it fast. Kumar et al. (2004) uses this algorithm for TTI media 



















































Figure 2.11: Parametrization of 
heterogeneous velocity model 
using spline interpolation.
Figure 2.12: Parametrization of 
VTI model: ε and δ are zero for 
isotropic layers. 
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2.4 MODEL PARAMETERIZATION AND INVERSION 
For the layer-stripping approach to CFP analysis, a model can be thought 
of to be made up of layers with uniform elastic parameters. For example, Figure 
2.11 shows an isotropic heterogeneous model. The parameters that define the 
model are P-wave velocity and depth. The heterogeneity of the model has been 
taken into account by defining the interface using interpolation of a set of depth 
points. For example, the first interface, which is flat, can be defined using only 
one depth point, (or CFP) and the second interface, which is synclinal, has been 
generated by spline interpolation of five depth points (or CFPs). The approach to 
inversion is layer-stripping. Inversion for first layer involves two parameters – P-
wave velocity and depth location of one CFP. The second layer involves six 
parameters – P-wave velocity and depth locations of five CFPs. For a weak VTI 
medium with a flat interface, a layer can be fully characterized by the three elastic 
parameters α0, ε, δ and depth, for example, layer 2 in Figure 2.12. For the 
Foothills model, the dips of each block of the thrust sheet, minimum P-wave 
velocity 0α , and thickness of thrust-sheet have been obtained by isotropic velocity 
analysis at points A and B in Figure 2.3. I also assume that the thrust sheet is a 
weak, transversely-isotropic medium (Thomsen, 1986) and that parameters ε and 
δ are homogeneous within the sheet though the tilt of symmetry axis is varying 
and is perpendicular to base of thrust sheet. 
          Thus we need to estimate correct values of ε and δ that result in zero DTSs. 
I use Newton’s method to obtain estimates of parameters. Let fk represent the 
DTSs measured for M offsets where 1 ≤ k ≤ M, and let mj represent the reference 
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model for N anisotropic-parameters where 1 ≤ j ≤ N. Here, we seek an updated 
model m+δm, where m is an initial guess, so that DTSs fk(m+ δm) are zero. 
















ff mmmm δδδ                                                  (2.14) 
where jk mf ∂∂ are first differentials of measured )(mkf with respect to the model 
parameter updates. Setting jkkj mfG ∂∂= , )( mm δ+kf to zero and neglecting 
terms of order 2mδ and higher, we obtain a set of over-determined linear 
equations for the variable updates mδ  according to 
fmG −=δ                                                                                                         (2.15) 








the model parameter update vector δm is 
T][ δεδ ∆∆=m ,                                                                                             (2.17)                                 
and the DTS vector f is  
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Model update δm is obtained by solving the over-determined Equation 2.15 in a 
least-squares sense by minimizing the L2 norm of objective function 
2fmG +δ (see, for example Menke, 1989, page 36) as  
( ) fGGGm TT 1−−=δ .                                                                                               (2.19) 
          To obtain the model update, therefore, we need to compute f and G at each 
offset. From the plot of DTS panel (Figure 2.13), DTSs f are picked using a 
graphical interface. Computation of the derivatives of f numerically through 
model parameter perturbation requires calculation of DTS panel and picking for 
every parameter perturbation. This is an expensive and cumbersome process. To 
avoid this, I compute the derivatives of fk(m) directly from the minimum 
traveltime t(m) from the focus point to surface locations in perturbed media 
following Kabir (1997). In the neighborhood of solution, the DTSs (f) represent 
the actual error in two-way traveltime from the focus point to shot-receiver array 
for the assumed model. Thus the DTSs (f) can be expressed in terms of one way 
traveltime from focus point to surface locations as 
))((2 mttf −×= real ,                                                                                        (2.20) 
where treal is the one way traveltime from focus point to shot-receiver array for 
the real subsurface and t(m) is the corresponding traveltime for the assumed 
model m. The derivative of Equation 2.17 can be written as 
)('2' mtf −= ,                                                                                                     (2.21) 
as treal is constant. 
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Thus the partial derivatives of DTSs (f) can be numerically obtained by 
calculating one way traveltime for the assumed model (m=[ε δ]T) and perturbed 
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d ()(2 ttf −+×−≈
∂
∂ ;                                                                              (2.23) 
to compute derivatives for ε and δ respectively. 
Hence to compute G matrix, I create a gridded model of assumed model 
parameters, compute the minimum traveltime at shot-receiver locations, perturb 
each parameter one by one and for each perturbation, create the gridded model, 
compute the minimum traveltime and use Equation (2.1) to create the G matrix. 
Each time the traveltimes are computed using brute force mapping (Kumar et al., 
2004) as explained in section 2.3. Calculating the G matrix in this way is much 
faster and efficient than calculating the DTS panel and subsequent picking for 
each model parameter perturbation.  
              However, every time a model update (δm) obtained using Equation 2.19 
is applied; I compute and pick the DTSs for the new model m. This makes the 
inversion more accurate and robust. The DTSs are true representation of 
traveltime error only in the close proximity of solution, (for e.g. less than 20% 
error in model parameters). Iteratively, the model error gets reduced and the DTSs 
approach true error in traveltime. This ensures that the correct solution is reached 
when DTSs become zero assuming that a unique solution exists. 
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2.5 PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR FOOTHILLS MODEL DATA 
         In the thrust sheet model, we seek anisotropic parameters for the thrust sheet 
that correctly focuses reflection energy at image point C in Figure 2.3. We start 
with an assumed velocity model. In this case, the assumed model has isotropic 
thrust sheet. We compute the minimum one-way traveltime from C to the shot-
receiver locations. This traveltime is used to construct a time reversed focusing 
operator called CFP operator (Figure 2.8(a)). This operator is applied to all shot 
gathers, resulting in one trace per shot gather, containing the response of the 
reflection point. The resulting traces when placed within a trace-gather 
corresponding to its shot position form the CFP gather (Figure 2.8(b)). The CFP 
gather represents one way time response of the focus point C. Figure 2.6 shows 
the raypaths corresponding to the wave propagation from C to shot locations. It 
can be seen that the raypaths correspond to near vertical to near horizontal 
propagation with respect to TI symmetry axis and is well suited for well-
constrained inversion. For a true velocity model, the CFP operator and CFP gather 
should be identical as both represent wave propagation through same path. The 
difference of CFP operator and CFP response obtained through cross-correlation 
is called the differential time shifts (DTS) and it represents the error in our model 
assumption (Figure 2.13). Our inversion seeks anisotropic parameters that make 
the DTSs near zero.  
          In the current velocity analysis, we make several a priori assumptions about 
the subsurface model as limited offset P-wave reflection data is insufficient for 
estimating anisotropic parameters and depth simultaneously (Tsvankin and 
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Thomsen, 1994; Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1995; Sen and Mukherjee, 2003). We 
use the a priori assumptions to construct the isotropic velocity model as follows. 
i) The top and bottom of the non-dipping thrust sheet block and 
the bottom reflector with pull up below highly dipping thrust-
sheet are easily identified in the zero-offset gather (Figure 2.4). 
Isotropic velocity analysis at lateral locations A (X=2300 m.) 
and B (5900 m.) (Figure 2.3) gives the background velocity and 
depth of the top of the non-dipping thrust sheet block and 
bottom reflector.  
ii) An assumption that the bottom reflector is flat and coincident 
with the base of horizontal thrust-sheet block gives us the 
thickness of thrust-sheet as the difference in depth at locations A 
and B.  
iii) The vertical two-way traveltime from the base of horizontal 
thrust-sheet block divided by twice the thickness of thrust-sheet 
obtained in step (ii) gives the vertical P-wave velocity α0 of the 
thrust-sheet.  
iv) A quick constant velocity migration using the background 
medium’s P-wave velocity gives the true spatial location of top 
of the thrust sheet and hence the dips of the thrust-sheet blocks.  
v) The base of the thrust sheet is reconstructed using the 
assumption that all thrust sheet blocks have constant thickness. 
Thus the complete isotropic velocity model is obtained. 
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           However, migration using this isotropic model results in de-focused and 
mis-positioned image below the highly dipping thrust sheet (Figure 2.5). It is 
intuitive that the poor image quality results from incorrect elastic parameter 
estimation for the thrust sheet, or simply negligence of anisotropy in the thrust 
sheet. For correct imaging we need to obtain the remaining parameters ε and δ for 
the thrust sheet. The angles of tilt of TI symmetry axis for all blocks are obtained 
using the assumption that they are orthogonal to bedding. Now we perform 
velocity analysis in CFP domain to obtain anisotropic parameters that focuses the 
reflection energy to the correct position of the reflection point C (X=3800 m.) 
(Figure 2.3), below the highly dipping thrust sheet. 
 
2.6 RESULTS 
          First, we obtain the background velocity of the media by analysis at 
reflection point A and reflection point B as shown in Figure 2.3. Isotropic velocity 
analysis at point A gives us a value of 2740 (±30) m./s. for P-wave velocity and 
1410 (±20) m. for depth of top of thrust sheet. Similar analysis at point B gives us 
a background velocity of 2740 (±40) m./s. for P-wave velocity and 1935 (±25) m. 
for depth. Using the reflector depth at A and B, we estimate the thickness of the 
thrust-sheet to be nearly 535 (±50) m. Using the vertical traveltime from base of 
thrust sheet at location A, we obtain the parameter α0 (vertical P-wave velocity) 
for the thrust sheet as 2917 (±32) m./s. We use the knowledge of thickness of 
thrust sheet and the assumption of constant thickness to create the base of the 
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thrust sheet in our velocity model. Thus we obtain the isotropic velocity model of 
subsurface. When we perform migration using this isotropic model, we see that 
the reflector below highly dipping thrust sheet is mis-positioned and poorly 
imaged (Figure 2.5). For correct imaging of base reflector we need to obtain the 




Figure 2.13: DTS panel for point ‘C’ (Figure 1) corresponding to the initial-guess 
model. 
 
          We start with an assumption of isotropic thrust sheet (ε = δ = 0). The CFP 
operator in x-t domain is generated by placing the source wavelet at the minimum 
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traveltime from CFP to each surface location (Figure 2.8a). The operator is 
applied to each shot gather to obtain a trace containing one-way response of focus 
point. Together, they constitute CFP response (Figure 2.8b) that represents one-
way traveltime from the focus point to the shot location. For an assumed model, 
the difference in the CFP operator and the CFP response represents the two-way 
traveltime error, called DTS. We perform trace by trace cross-correlation of the 
operator and the response to obtain DTS panel (Figure 2.13) and then use a 
graphical interface to pick the values of DTSs or fk(m) to be used in equation 
(2.15). The partial derivatives of DTSs with respect to model parameters 
( jkkj mfG ∂∂= ) are computed numerically (Kabir, 1997). Then, equation (2.18) 
is used to obtain model update mδ . After a few iterations, we find that the 
focusing operator and CFP gather are much more similar (Figure 2.14). This 
results in a flat DTS panel (Figure 2.15). The migration using the newly obtained 
anisotropic parameters, given in table 2.1, give a better focused and correctly 









      ε 0.150 0.0 0.156±0.018    
      δ 0.081 0.0 0.075±0.026    
 
Table 2.1: Result of anisotropic parameter estimation for Foothills model. The 





Figure 2.14 (a) CFP operator; (b) CFP response for point ‘C’ (Figure 1), after 
inversion and model update. Traveltimes to reflectoion peaks are 
similar, as the model updates are approaching their true values. 
 
 
          This work has some important implications for velocity analysis in regions 
of complex geology. For example, we may have a TI layer overlain by 
structurally complex overburden. Here, NMO or DMO based methods will fail, 
due to the assumption of flat layer or constantly dipping layer. For such media, we 
can employ layer stripping approach to obtain the velocities of the complex 
overburden. Having obtained the overburden, we can use the current approach of 
CFP domain analysis to invert for anisotropic parameters of TI medium. For 
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unique estimation of anisotropic parameter using only P-wave data, we still need 
the a priori depth information. In some instances, the depth information can be 
obtained from well-logs or VSP data or a combination of geology and lateral 
continuity of structures. In the absence of such information, we need the 
converted Sv-wave data. The joint inversion of P-wave and converted Sv-wave 
data will help constrain depth while giving the anisotropic parameters.   
 
 
Figure 2.15: The DTS panel after inversion and model update. Traveltime picks 







Figure 2.16 : Migrated image using anisotropic velocity model obtained through 
inversion.  
2.7 CONCLUSION 
          The isotropic model based pre-stack migration of the synthetic data of the 
foothills thrust model produces erroneous image below the thrust sheet. In CFP 
domain velocity analysis, the error in imaging is seen as non-zero differential time 
shifts (DTS) between CFP operator and CFP response in the poorly imaged 
region. An estimate of anisotropic parameters for the thrust sheet ε and δ is 
obtained using a least square solution of Newton’s equation that makes the DTSs 
zero. The obtained parameter values are very close to the actual parameters. The 
migration performed after incorporating the newly obtained anisotropic 
parameters into the model gives a better focused and correctly positioned reflector 
below the highly dipping thrust sheet. 
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Chapter 3: Traveltime Sensitivity Analysis  
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
          Time domain velocity analysis in isotropic layered media involves 
estimating the P-wave normal moveout velocity (VpNMO) that fits the short-spread 
hyperbolic moveout (Dix, 1955). For a weak VTI medium (Thomsen, 1986), 
short-spread moveout remains hyperbolic (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994) and the 
NMO velocity that fits the hyperbolic moveout is a function of α0 and δ. Because 
moveout velocity VpNMO and α0 are not related directly, inversion of VpNMO in TI 
media yields erroneous layer thicknesses and interval velocities, and an 
irresolvable velocity-depth ambiguity occurs (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994). The 
same observation holds for a layered sequence of weak VTI formations where 
root-mean-squared (rms) vertical velocity VpRMS takes the form of α0, and average 
anisotropy takes the place of δ (Tsvankin and Thomsen 1995).  
          For acquisition of very long offset data (offset/depth >1), Tsvankin and 
Thomsen (1994) provide a quartic moveout coefficient to account for 
nonhyperbolic moveout for P and Sv waves. Their non-hyperbolic P-wave 
moveout provides two parameters – VpNMO ( a combination of α0 and δ) and η (a 
combination of ε and δ) called anellipticity (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994). For 
depth migration, however, we cannot obtain α0, ε and δ from VpNMO and η, rather  
we require long offset P and Sv data to invert jointly for α0, ε and δ. For the long 
spread Sv wave, however, the quartic moveout coefficient may fail at very large 
offsets (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994).  
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          In this chapter, I perform traveltime sensitivity analysis to investigate the 
feasibility of estimating elastic parameters, dip, and layer thickness for 
transversely isotropic subsurface using reflection seismic data. My study 
separately takes into account the effect of different experimental conditions like 
offset to depth ratios, availability of multi-component data, and a priori 
knowledge of subsurface geometry. To study the impact of measurement errors in 
traveltime data on the estimates of subsurface model parameters I perform 
sensitivity analysis that includes theoretical uncertainty (prediction error) caused 
by the physics of the forward problem (Sen and Stoffa, 1995). Knowing these 
uncertainties, resources of data acquisition can be better applied to give the least 
erroneous estimates possible if we design acquisition such that prediction error 
has a very sharp minimum in the vicinity of the estimated solution. The solution 
will be well determined and precise in the sense that it has small variance. 
Conversely, where prediction error has a broad minimum, the estimated solution 
has large variance, and the estimated parameters are highly uncertain.  
          The variance of an estimator is related to the curvature of prediction error at 
its minimum through the second derivative of prediction error (Menke, 1989, 
page 58). When a linear inverse problem is solved in a least square sense, the 
second derivative of prediction error can be computed directly from the Hessian 
(Menke, 1989, page 59). In reflection seismology, traveltime is not linearly 
related to anisotropic parameters. However, in the vicinity of a solution, the 
problem can be posed as a linear relationship between model parameter update 
and error in traveltime, e.g., using a generalized Newton’s method (Ferguson and 
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Sen, 2004). Using this linearization, uncertainty in parameter updates, and hence 
the parameters, can be computed directly from the Hessian, and a limited number 
of iterations performed until the parameter updates are close to zero (Ferguson 
and Sen, 2004). For our analysis, we set up the forward problem in the plane wave 
(τ-p) domain (Stoffa et. al. 1981; Sen and Mukherjee 2003; Ferguson and Sen 
2004), where τ is intercept time and p is horizontal slowness. The plane wave 
domain is advantageous as exact analytical expressions for τ exist in terms of p 
and the desired anisotropy parameters (Daley and Hron, 1977). Extension to 
multi-layer problems is straightforward and requires only the algebraic sum of 
delay times for individual layers.  
          The results of this analysis are relevant in the context of pre-stack domain 
parameter estimation using a layer-stripping or downward continuation approach. 
For example, in common focus point (CFP) technology (Berkhout, 1997), 
traveltime error is directly used for parameter estimation. For each subsurface 
layer, a focusing operator is computed using a model of elastic parameters with 
which a CFP gather can be constructed using seismic data. Assuming local 
homogeneity, the resulting differential time shifts (DTSs) represent error in the 
model due to anisotropy and error in thickness (Ferguson and Sen 2004). In the 
(τ-p) domain, the DTSs are intercept time errors (∆τ) that connect error in layer 
thickness z, vertical slowness q and ray parameter p. The vertical slowness on the 
other hand is a function of p and anisotropic parameters.   
          My analysis shows quantitatively the limitation of P-wave data in resolving 
anisotropic parameters when depth of reflector is unknown. When the reflector 
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depth is known, anisotropic parameters can be reasonably constrained for large 
offset to depth ratio. When the tilt of symmetry axis is known and is large in 
magnitude, anisotropic parameters as well as depth can be reasonably constrained. 
The most important outcome of my analysis is that the anisotropic parameters as 
well as depth can be constrained if we use limited offset P-P (incident P, reflected 
P) and P-SV (incident P, reflected SV) data jointly. This holds true for joint 




          Sensitivity analysis makes use of the relationship between the observed 
attributes d (data) and the desirable attributes or parameters m (model) (Menke, 
1989, page 60). The analytical relationship that maps the model space m to the 
data space d is called ‘forward problem’ (d=f(m)). The process of estimating the 
model parameters m, using the observed data d is called ‘inversion’. In reflection 
seismology, the process of inversion is called velocity analysis and it uses the 
observed time of arrival of reflected energy and source-receiver geometry as 
observed data (d) to estimate the depth structure of subsurface parameters like 
velocity of wave propagation (m). For an assumed set of model parameters (m), 
the estimated arrival time of reflections at different offsets (dest) may not be the 
same as those in the recorded data (d) due to the presence of noise. Error in 
trveltime (e) is a vector of the discrepancy between estimated and recorded 
traveltimes at different offsets (d- dest). Since seismic data is often contaminated 
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with noise, the parameter estimator needs to be robust. Estimator robustness is the 
ability of the estimator to be relatively uninfluenced by errors in a small portion of 
the data set. Sensitivity analysis tries to quantify the robustness of parameter 
estimation. Quantification of estimator robustness uses perturbation analysis to 
assess the effects of variability on estimates. One popular approach is sums of 
errors method. If we have an analytic forward problem, we can calculate the 







τe                                                                                                   (3.1) 
This expression comes from the truncated Taylor series expansion about the true 
data values and may be useful only in the vicinity of the solution (less than 20% 
or so) m. It is important to analyze how an error in a parameter reflects itself as 
error in collected data. Figure (3.1) shows the error in P-wave traveltime for 
Cretaceous Mesaverde clayshale at different offset to depth ratio for 
approximately 10% error in the anisotropic parameters. Here, for example, the 
traveltime error resulting from error in parameter δ is very small even at very 
large offset to depth ratio of 2. If the picking has an uncertainty of the order of 4 
ms, we cannot invert for this parameters with great confidence. Figure (3.2) 
shows the error in Sv-wave traveltime for Mesaverde clayshale. We can see that 
at offset to depth ratio of approximately 1, the traveltime error due to error in δ is 
of the order of 10 ms. So, if we have less noisy data, we may hope to invert δ by 





Figure 3.1. Plot of offset to depth ratio versus error in vertical traveltime (∆τ) for 








          Prediction error for the model m is defined as eem TestE =)(  and is a scalar. 
The nature of prediction error is useful in predicting the effect of noise in data (d ) 
to the accuracy or confidence in estimated parameters (mest). Figure 3.3 shows a 
plot of traveltime prediction error against estimated P-wave velocity for a flat 
reflector in a homogeneous isotropic medium when (i) depth is fixed, and (ii) 
when depth is allowed to vary within a certain range. In the later case, the value of 
minimum traveltime error within the given depth range is plotted. We can see that 
Figure 3.2. Plot of offset to depth ratio versus error in vertical traveltime (∆τ) for 
Sv-arrival resulting from approximately 10% error in the model 
parameters [α0,β0,ε,δ,z]. 
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for a predication error of 0.005 sec.2, the error in estimated P-wave velocity for 
case (i) is 150 m./s., and that for case (ii) is only 60 m./s. indicating that the 
solution is well-determined for case (ii) as compared to case (i). This over-
determined problem has a sharp minimum in the vicinity of estimated parameter 
(P-wave velocity) for case (i) indicating that the solution is well-determined in the 
sense that it has small variance. For case (ii) E(m) has a broad minimum 
indicating large variance of the estimated parameter and hence poorly determined 
solution (Menke, 1989). The curvature of the error function is a measure of the 
sharpness of its minimum and the variance of the solution is related to the 
curvature. Hence, an estimate of how well a solution is constrained can be 
obtained from the curvature of prediction error. In the vicinity of solution, the 
curvature of the prediction error can be measured by its second derivative.  
          In the plane wave domain, expressions for vertical slowness for quasi P-
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and 



















































           
 
Vertical traveltime ( Pτ ) for P-wave (incident P, reflected P) is given by, 
 PP zq2=τ   ,                                                    (3.6) 
and vertical traveltime ( Svτ ) for Sv-wave (incident Sv, reflected Sv) is given by, 
SvSv zq2=τ .                                                                                                        (3.7) 
For a converted P-SV-wave, vertical traveltime ( SvP−τ )  (incident P, reflected Sv) 
is given by, 
)( SvPSvP qqz +=−τ    .                                                                                         (3.8) 
Figure 3.3. Plot of Vp versus error for fixed z and variable z. For fixed z, error 
has a sharp curvature at the minimum compared to that for variable 
z. 
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Exact analytical expressions for partial derivatives of vertical traveltime with 
respect to the model parameters exist, using equations 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and equations 
3.2 and 3.3, for use in a generalized Newton’s equation (2.15) to obtain model 
updates ∆m. Error (E) for an estimated model parameter is given by 
ττ ∆∆= 'E ,                                                                                                         (3.9) 
where ' indicates transpose. 
          Without assuming weak TI, the model space for VTI medium is given by 
],,,,[ zδεβα=m , and for tilted TI medium is ],,,,,[ θδεβα z=m , where θ is tilt 
angle of symmetry axis with respect to vertical. 
          As mentioned before, the curvature of prediction error depends can be 
measured by its second partial derivative. For the model parameter vector m, the 
matrix containing the second partial derivatives of prediction error is called 







S                                                                                                      (3.10) 
where the i, j partial derivatives are with respect to the i and j model parameter m. 
It can be shown that S (Equation 3.11) is approximately equal to twice GTG and 
the covariance matrix is given by (Menke, 1989), 










⎡== SGGm σσ TCov                                                                    (3.11) 
where, σ is the standard deviation of data. 
          The uncertainty associated with the model parameter mi is related to square 
root of ith diagonal element of covariance matrix. In this way, the curvature of 
error surface is mapped to the uncertainty in model parameter estimate. 
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3.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
        In this section, I show the results of performing sensitivity analysis for 
Mesaverde clayshale (Thomsen, 1986), whose anisotropic parameters are 
α0=3794 m/s, β0=2074 m/s, ε=0.189, and δ=0.204. Though, I show my results for 
a particular rock type, a similar analysis can be performed for any transversely 
isotropic rock. 
3.3.1 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR VTI MEDIA 
          Table 3.1 lists the uncertainty in the estimates of the anisotropic parameters 
for different types of data. The only cases when anisotropic parameters can be 
estimated with a reasonably small uncertainty are P-P data with known depth, 
joint P-P and P-Sv data, and joint P-P and Sv-Sv data. It can be seen that for all 
these three cases, uncertainty in estimates decreases with an increase in offset to 
depth ratio (Figure 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4). The joint inversion of either P-P and Sv-Sv 
data or P-P and P-Sv data provides improved estimates of model parameters even 
when depth is not known.  
3.3.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR TTI MEDIA 
         A similar analysis has been performed for tilted TI medium when angle of 
tilt of symmetry axis is known, say from geology of overlying formations. It can 
be seen (Table 3.2) that using only P-wave data it is feasible to estimate α0, ε, δ* 
and z if the tilt angle is known and is large in magnitude. For a near zero tilt of 
symmetry axis, the uncertainty in the estimation of anisotropic parameters α0, ε, δ* 
and z for limited offset involves very high uncertainty. We may have a TI 
medium, in which the angle of tilt of symmetry axis of the medium is laterally 
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variable. In such a case, if the angle of tilt is known at more than one location, a 
joint inversion of P-wave data from these locations coupled with the knowledge 





     %age  uncertainty in elastic parameters Data Type 
α0 β0 ε δ* z 
PP (fix z, weak TI) 0.12 - 16.54 34.6 - 
PP (fix z, strong TI) 0.15 9.3×103 103 7961 - 
PP (var z, weak TI) 2431 1.8×104 1.4×104 2431 - 
PP (var z), strong TI) 4.3×105 1.2×106 3.1×106 3.4×106 4.3×105 
PSv (var z, strong TI) 4.9×104 1.1×104 3.5×105 5.5×105 1.0×104 
PP-SvSv (var z, strong TI) 1.39 1.42 12.5 5.3 1.4 








Table 3.1. Uncertainty in elastic parameter estimates for different types of data as 
calculated analytically. Maximum offset to depth ratio is 1.5 and 
standard deviation is 4 ms. 
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Tilt angles Uncertainty Estimates (%age) 
 α0 ε δ* z 
10 1631 1010 7875 1380 
100 41 265 212 33 
200 13.5 94 247 8.8 
300 1 11 42 1 
400 1.7 15.7 31 1.18 
00,100 4 25 24 3.3 
00,200 1 7 11 0.8 
00,100,200 1 7 11 0.8 





          When tilt angle of the TI medium is not known, a joint inversion of PP and 
SvSv data may be used to estimate all the parameters, i.e. α0, β0, ε, δ*, θ (tilt angle), 
and z (depth) simultaneously. However, this approach will yield fruitful result 
only when the TI medium has a reasonable tilt. For a near VTI medium, this 
approach will result in high uncertainty for certain parameters, when tilt angle is 
also a model parameter (Table 3.3).  
          Table 3.3 shows that uncertainty of parameters decreases with increase in 
angle of tilt of the symmetry axis. This observation is attributed to the fact that 
Table 3.2. Uncertainty in elastic parameter estimates for different tilt angles for a 
TTI medium using P-wave data only when tilt angle of the TI 
medium is known.
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with an increase in tilt angle, the slowness curve becomes more asymmetric 
(Figure 3.5). Thus for the same range of ray parameter values, the effects of much 
larger incidence angles are incorporated.  The assumption here is that the layer 
interfaces are flat even though the symmetry axis of transverse isotropy is not 
vertical. 
 
Tilt Angle Uncertainty in %age for 
 α0 β0 ε δ* Tilt angle Z 
10 27 56 195 107 1431 26 
100 2 1 24 32 140 1 
200 2 5 28 77 19 2 
300 2 .3 30 25 10 .7 
400 1 .4 19 12 .2 .6 
500 1 .4 16 12 .2 .6 






          Sensitivity analysis presented here helps us in quantifying the limitations of 
resolving anisotropic parameters for a VTI media. This paper assesses the 
feasibility of Joint inversion of P-P and Sv-Sv data and P-P and P-Sv data in 
Table 3.3: Uncertainty in elastic parameter estimates for different tilt angles for 
Joint Inversion of PP and SvSv data for offset to depth ratio of 1 and 
standard deviation of 4 ms. The angle of tilt of TI medium is also a 
model parameter. 
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estimating anisotropic parameters as well as depth. Though P-P data or P-Sv data 
alone do not provide unique estimates of anisotropic parameters and depth, the 
Joint inversion provide highly resolved estimates. For tilted TI medium overlying 
a flat reflector, Joint inversion of P-P and Sv-Sv data, however, may help 



























Figure 3.4:  Plot of parameter uncertainty versus offset to depth ratio for P-P data, 
when depth is known. As the offset to depth ratio increases, 
parameter uncertainty for ε and δ decreases, while uncertainty for α0 
remains low and nearly constant. 
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Figure 3.5:  Plot of parameter uncertainty versus offset to depth ratio for joint 
inversion of P-P and P-Sv data. As the offset to depth ratio 
increases, parameter uncertainty decreases. 
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Figure 3.6: Plot of parameter uncertainty versus offset to depth ratio for joint 
inversion of P-P and Sv-Sv data. As the offset to depth ratio 
























Figure 3.7. Slowness curves for Mesaverde clayshale. The dotted blue line is 
slowness curve when symmetry axis is vertical. The continuous 
green line is slowness curve when symmetry axis is tilted by 450 
w.r.t. vertical. The ‘∇ ’s are slownesses for downgoing waves and 
‘∆’s for upgoing waves corresponding to a certain range of ray 
parameters.
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Chapter 4: Joint Inversion of P-P and P-Sv Data  
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
          Acquisition of multicomponent seismic data has received considerable 
attention (Tatham and McCormack, 1991; Hoffe et al., 2000; Stewart et al., 2002, 
2003). Though it is possible to record all nine components (P-P, P-Sv, P-Sh, Sv-P, 
Sv-Sv, Sv-Sh, Sh-P, Sh-Sv and Sh-Sh), pure mode Sv-Sv data are rare. The use of 
mode-converted P-Sv data has gained popularity with the advent of Ocean 
Bottom Cable (OBC) technology and Vertical Seismic Profiling (VSPs) 
technology (Barr, 1997; Granli et al., 1999; Jin et al., 2000; Yuan, 2001). 
Converted waves provide significant advantages for imaging in certain cases: 
examples are imaging through gas clouds (Granli et al., 1999; Li et al., 2001), 
imaging low P-wave contrasts (Engelmark, 2000), imaging below high velocity 
complex salt structures (Purnell, 1992), imaging fractures (Ata and Michelena, 
1995) and imaging 3D channels (Margrave et al., 1998) and seismic 
characterization of reservoirs (Graotta et al., 1985; Blott et al., 1999; Li et al., 
1999). 
          The mode converted data P-S data have several advantages over direct S-S 
data. Generally the images generated from converted P-S data often have 
resolution and signal to noise advantages over those from pure mode S-S data 
(Tatham and Goolsbee, 1984).  In addition to difficulties with generating shear 
waves directly, shear source operation is relatively complicated, since recording 
of two perpendicularly polarized emissions are required for each source location 
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(Garotta, 2002). P-wave sources require only 3-component geophones to record 
both P-P and P-S data, with perhaps some adjustment to recording time. Also S-S 
data have longer recording time than P-S data. In terms of processing, S-S 
reflection data need a solution for relatively large shot and receiver statics while 
P-S data benefit from previously determined P-wave source statics (Garotta et al., 
2002). The frequency content of the S-S data is often lower than P-S data, and 
hence S-S data are sometimes contaminated by low frequency, source generated 
noise (Garotta et al., 2002). 
          Conventionally, velocity analysis for P-wave reflection seismic data uses 
CMP sorting and estimating a suitable moveout velocity (Dix, 1955). For P-S data 
it is necessary to account for the asymmetrical travel path of converted waves. A 
straightforward albeit approximate method of converted wave analysis is to map 
the data into CCP (common conversion point) bins. The CCP sorting is based on 
finding conversion points based on assumptions made on the Vp/Vs ratio 
(Tessmer et al., 1990; van der Baan, 2005) and is successful only for low relief 
data. For example, CCP binning and P-S DMO are only partial solutions to the 
asymmetry problem and face some difficulty with structural data. However, depth 
migration requires accurate determination of the P-wave and S-wave velocity 
models (Schneider, 2002) in order to ensure consistency between depths 
estimated for the PP and PS reflection events.  
          Pre-stack velocity analysis in CFP domain avoids the need to compute the 
conversion point location (Berkhout and Verschuur, 2000). Since CFP method is 






Figure 4.1: Plot of offset to depth ratio versus error in traveltime for P-P waves 
for 20% error in parameters (a) α0, β0 and (b) ε, δ. The rock 






Figure 4.2: Plot of offset to depth ratio versus error in traveltime for P-Sv waves 
for 20% error in parameters (a) α0, β0 and (b) ε, δ. The rock 






Figure 4.3: Plot of offset to depth ratio versus error in traveltime for Sv-Sv waves 
for 20% error in parameters (a) α0, β0 and (b) ε, δ. The rock 
parameters of Mesaverde shale (Thomsen, 1986) used. 
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operator for focusing in detection may address another wave type than the 
operator for focusing in emission (Berkhout, 1997).          
          Velocity analysis for TI media using P-wave traveltime fails to yield unique 
anisotropy parameter estimates due to velocity-depth ambiguity (Faria, 1993; 
Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994; Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1995). Thus, to obtain 
well-constrained anisotropic parameters using P-wave reflection data, we need to 
have a priori knowledge of the reflector depth, either from well-logs or from a 
VSP experiment. Compared to P-wave, S-wave is more sensitive to anisotropy 
and offset, therefore, better suited for estimation of anisotropic parameters. Since 
pure mode Sv data are rare, mode converted P-Sv data can be used together with 
P-P data to obtain constraints on anisotropy parameters (Faria, 1993). 
          The effect of perturbing anisotropic parameters by 20% on the recorded 
arrival time of P-P wave, P-Sv wave and Sv-Sv wave are shown in Figures 4.1 
and 4.2 and 4.3 respectively for a 500 m thick VTI medium. It can be seen that 
compared to P-wave, Sv wave arrivals are far more sensitive to error in ε and δ 
and hence anisotropy is more detectable in Sv waves. However, the Sv-wave 
arrivals are almost insensitive to parameter α0, whereas P-wave arrivals are almost 
insensitive to parameter β0. Hence, in order to obtain a constrained estimate of all 
five TI anisotropy parameters, we need both P-wave and Sv-wave traveltimes. In 
Chapter 3, I have established quantitatively that joint inversion of P-wave and S-
wave data result in better constrained elastic parameter and depth estimation for a 
TI medium. Though joint inversion of (i) P-P and Sv-Sv and (ii) P-P and P-Sv are 
both suitable for estimating TI anisotropy parameters, joint P-P and Sv-Sv 
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inversion is better constrained than joint P-P and P-Sv inversion for the same 
recording aperture. This can also be understood from Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. 
For the same offset to depth ratio, the error in Sv-Sv traveltime is larger than that 
of P-Sv traveltime, which in turn is larger than P-P traveltime. However, 
converted P-Sv data are more commonly available than pure Sv-Sv data.            
           For my study I use the geology of Blackfoot field located near Strathmore 
in southeastern Alberta. Figure 4.4 shows a vertical cross-section of Blackfoot 
field. The exploration target is Glauconitic incised valleys in Lower Manville 
group of lower Cretaceous channel system with three phases of valley incision. 
The lower and upper members are porous while the middle one is relatively 
denser lithic sandstone (Miller et al., 1995). In the Blackfoot field, the channel 
system is 40 m thick and 100 m wide and located at a depth of approximately 
1700m. All three phases of channel are not present everywhere. The upper 
channel is gas-prone whereas the lower channel is oil-prone. 
            The geology of Blackfoot is interesting for joint P-P and P-Sv analysis for 
mainly two reasons – (i) gas is often associated with porous sandstone channel 
which is imaged better using migration of P-S data than pure mode P-P data, and 
(ii) the channel being overlain by anisotropic formations, the depth estimation will 
be incorrect without taking into account anisotropy. Thus it makes for a suitable 






Figure 4.4: The glauconite channel system at Blackfoot oil field, Alberta, is a 
sequence of sand and shale filled valleys incised into Lower 
Cretaceous and Mississippian carbonates. The Blackfoot 
interpretation has an upper and lower channel that are prospective 
and separated by a non-porous lithic channel fill (from Margrave et 
al., 2001). 
            I choose to perform joint inversion in plane wave or delay time-phase 
slowness (τ-p) domain as it offers several advantages over x-t domain inversion 
(baan and Kendall, 2002; Ferguson and Sen, 2004; Sen and Mukherjee, 2004). 
The τ-p curves depend on phase velocities and are simpler to compute compared 
to ray tracing based x-t curves that require group velocity (baan and Kendall, 
2002). However, phase velocities need to be expressed in terms of horizontal 
slownesses either using analytical expression or by solving Christoffel equation 
(baan and Kendall, 2002). For TI anisotropy, exact analytical expressions for 
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phase velocity in terms of horizontal slowness exist (baan and Kendall, 2002; 
Ferguson and Sen, 2004). The τ-p curve for laterally homogeneous stratified 
media are exact and is able to handle kinks and cusps in Sv traveltime (baan and 
Kendall, 2002). Also layer stripping in τ-p domain is linear process and hence 
both effective (average) and local (interval) estimates can be made (baan and 
Kendall, 2002; Ferguson and Sen, 2004; Sen and Mukherjee, 2004).     
In this chapter, first I perform analytic joint inversion of P-wave and Sv-
wave response for different anisotropic layers in Blackfoot model under different 
noise conditions. The analytic study suggests that joint inversion of limited 
aperture and limited bandwidth data involving thin layers is highly sensitive to 
noise and is unstable even under moderate noise conditions. Hence, I build an 
anisotropic model with the same geology, but with amplified layer thicknesses. I 
generate synthetic data for this model using staggered grid finite differencing 4th 
order in space and 2nd order in time. For this data, I perform joint inversion in 
plane wave domain. The joint inversion for this model gives good estimate of 
depth and anisotropic parameters.  
 
4.2 THEORY 
The CFP domain analysis is especially suitable to converted wave analysis 
as separate focusing at receiver side and source side allows addressing one wave 
type at a time. For example, for P-Sv data, receiver side focusing (focusing in 
detection) addresses Sv-wave propagation from focus point (CFP) to receiver 
array whereas source side focusing (focusing in emission) addresses P-wave 
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propagation from source array to focus point (CFP). This allows focusing at CFPs 
of interest without explicitly calculating the location of a conversion point. 
4.2.1 WRW FORMULATION FOR MULTI-COMPONENT DATA 
          The WRW formulation for P-wave reflection data has been discussed in 
chapter 2. It can be easily generalized to include any kind of mode conversions 
for reflection as well as propagation. The primary data matrix (Berkhout, 1987) 




+−= ,,                                                               (4.1) 
where each column of source matrix S+(zs) defines the downgoing source 
wavefield at the depth level zs for one source array, and the corresponding 
columns of P0(zr,zs) define the resulting upgoing wavefields that are measured at 
the receiver array at the depth level zr. D-(zr) is the detector array. X0(zr,zs) is the 
transfer function, one element of which defines the upgoing wavefield at one 
individual receiver element due to a unit source at one individual source point. 
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where columns of W+(zm,zs) and rows of W-(zr,zm) define the propagation 
respectively between depth levels zs and zm and between zm and zr. R+(zm) defines 
the reflection operator for the downgoing wavefields at depth level zm. 
          The WRW model as given by equations (4.1) and (4.2) can be easily 
generalized to include any kind of mode conversion (reflection as well as 
propagation) for any wave type (P as well as S) at any emission (zs) and any 
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where PPP(zr,zs) defines P-P mode data (emission in P, detection in P), PPS(zr,zs) 
defines S-P mode data (emission in S, detection in P), PSP(zr,zs) defines P-S mode 
data (emission in P, detection in S) and PSS(zr,zs) defines S-S mode data (emission 

















z ,                                                                              (4.4) 
where SP(zs) is P-wave source matrix and SS(zs) is S-wave source matrix. The 


















,zz ,                                                       (4.5) 
where WPP(zr,zm) represent upward propagation of reflected P-wave resulting 
from incident P-wave, WPS(zr,zm) represent upward propagation of reflected P-
wave resulting from incident S-wave, WSP(zr,zm) represent upward propagation of 
reflected S-wave resulting from incident P-wave and WSS(zr,zm) represent upward 
propagation of S-wave resulting from incident S-wave. The downward 

















,zz ,                                                    (4.6) 
where WPP(zm,zs) represent downward propagation of source P-wave, WPS(zm,zs) 
represent downward propagation of source S-wave that gets mode-converted to P-
wave at level zm, WSP(zm,zs) represent downward propagation of P-wave source 
that gets mode-converted to S-wave at level zm, and WSS(zr,zm) represent 
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downward propagation of S-wave source that does not undergo mode conversion. 
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where RPP+(zm,zm) represents reflection coefficients for incident P and reflected P 
wave at depth level m, RPS+(zm,zm) represents reflection coefficients for incident S 
and reflected P wave, RSP+(zm,zm) represents reflection coefficients for incident P 
and reflected S wave and RSS+(zm,zm) represents reflection coefficients for incident 

















z ,                                                                             (4.8) 
where DP(zr) represents the P-wave detector matrix and DS(zd) represents the S-
wave detector matrix. 
          If the events due to mode conversion during one-way propagation (down or 
up) are neglected, then Equation 4.1 can be represented by four independent 
equations: 
[ ] )(S)()W()R(W)(D)(P P
M
1m
PPPPPPPPP Ssmmmmrrsr z,zz,zz,zzz,zz ∑
=
+−−= ,               (4.9) 
[ ] )(S)()W()R(W)(D)(P P
M
1m
PPSPSSSSP Ssmmmmrrsr z,zz,zz,zzz,zz ∑
=
+−−= ,              (4.10) 
[ ] )(S)()W()R(W)(D)(P M
1m
SSPSPPPPS SSsmmmmrrsr z,zz,zz,zzz,zz ∑
=
+−−= ,              (4.11) 
[ ] )(S)()W()R(W)(zD)(P S
M
1m
SSSSSSrSSS Ssmmmmrsr z,zz,zz,zz,zz ∑
=
+−−= .               (4.12) 
When the receiver side has both P and S-wave recording while the source side has 
only P-wave source (e.g. OBC data), equations (4.9) and (4.10) should be used. 
The expression for P-wave focusing operator (Equation 2.8) has been derived in 
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section 2.2.1 of chapter 2. The P-wave operator (Equation 2.8) for P-P data can be 
applied on mode converted P-S data to remove source side downward propagation 
effect. Similar to its P-wave counterpart, S-wave operator required for removing 
receiver side upward propagation for jth grid point at mth depth level is given by 
)()],([),( 1 mmrSSrmj zjzzzz IWF
−−= ,                                                                 (4.13) 
where Fj(zm,zr) is S-wave focusing operator, WSS-(zr,zm) is upward propagation 
matrix from depth level zm to receiver level zr and Ij(zm)=[0,0,0,…,0,1,0,…0]T, 
where 1 is positioned at the jth location of this vector and corresponds to the grid 
point to be focused at the mth depth. 
4.2.2 SPACE-TIME DOMAIN CFP ANALYSIS OF C-WAVE 
The time domain version of S-wave focusing operator (Equation 4.13) 
defines one way propagation from gridpoint xj at depth level zm to the depth level 
of detectors zr. Here I demonstrate the time domain focusing of P-P and P-Sv data 
for a simple layered vti medium. I use a synthetic data generated using staggered 
grid finite difference modeling that is 4th order in space and 2nd order in time 
(Virieux, 1986; Levander, 1988). In CFP analysis, the two steps of focusing can 
be applied interchangeably, i.e., focusing in detection (removal of receiver side 
propagation) followed by focusing in emission (removal of source side 
propagation) or vice-versa. Here I apply focusing in detection followed by 





Figure 4.5: In the first focusing step, each shot record is transformed to one event 
of the focus-point response (Fresnel-zone stacking). In the second 
focusing step, all events in the focus point response are aligned at the 
one-way image time, followed by weighted superposition (CFP 
stacking). Note that here one-way image ray connects two points 
with the same lateral position; note also that the traveltime along this 
one-way image ray defines one-way image time. 
Figure 4.6 (a) shows the receiver side P-wave operator representing P-
wave traveltime from a grid point (xj,zm) to the receiver depth level zr and Figure 
4.6 (b) shows the receiver side Sv-wave operator representing Sv-wave traveltime 
from grid point (xj,zm) to receiver depth level zr. For an identical source-receiver 
position, the source side P-wave operator is the same as receiver side P-wave 
operator (Figure 4.6 (a)). First, I perform focusing in detection by applying the P-



















All shot records 
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CFP gather which is the P-wave response of the focus point (xj,zm) to the source 
level zs. For correct elastic parameters, the resulting gathers look identical to the 
P-wave operator (Figure 4.7 (a) and (b) and Figure 4.8 (a) and (b)). The traveltime 
error can be obtained by cross-correlating the CFP operator and CFP gather. For 
correct model parameters, this results in zero differential time shifts (DTSs) 
(Figure 4.9 (a) and (b)). However, neglecting anisotropy in velocity model results 
in non-identical operator and CFP response (Figure (4.10) (a) and (b); Figure 4.11 
(a) and (b)) and non-zeros DTSs (Figure 4.12 (a) and (b)). The error can be picked 
from DTS panel using a graphical interface and can be used iteratively to obtain 
updates of erroneous parameters. 
4.2.3 PLANE WAVE DOMAIN CFP ANALYSIS OF C-WAVE  
Ferguson and Sen (2004) use the CFP method in the plane wave domain to 
estimate the elastic parameters of anisotropic media using joint inversion of P-P 
and Sv-Sv wave traveltimes. A summary of this method has been presented in 
Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 2. For P-Sv mode data, the methodology differs only in 
the fact that the receiver side focusing, i.e. focusing in detection is done in Sv-
wave while source side focusing, i.e. focusing in emission is done in P-wave. For 
P-P mode, the procedure remains same as explained in Chapter 2. The plane wave 
domain analysis is particularly significant for analysis of converted wave as 
space-time domain inversion gets complicated due to triplication of Sv mode 
(Baan and Kendall, 2002). For analysis of synthetic data for the elastic model 
based on Blackfoot geology, I use plane wave (τ-p) domain analysis due to 





Figure 4.6: (a) P-wave focusing operator used for focusing P-P data, (b) Sv-wave 





Figure 4.7: (a) P-wave focusing operator versus (b) CFP gather for P-P data after 












Figure 4.8: (a) P-wave focusing operator versus (b) CFP gather for P-Sv data after 













In the Blackfoot field, the anisotropic layers of coal and shales overlying 
the target channel (Figure 4.4) are flat. This makes layer based model 
parameterization simpler. Each layer can be represented by a set of model 
parameters m=[α0  β0  ε  δ  z]T. For joint inversion, error involved in P-wave and 
Sv-wave propagation can be obtained by picking DTSs obtained using the steps 
outlined in the previous section. In τ-p domain, the DTSs resulting from P-P data 
represent error in two-way vertical delay time (τ) for P-wave corresponding to 
different horizontal slownesses (p). The DTSs resulting from P-Sv data represent 
the sum of error in one way P-wave propagation from depth level of focus point 
to depth level of source locations and one-way Sv-wave propagation from depth 
level of focus point to depth level of receiver locations corresponding to different 
horizontal slownesses (p). Let PPkf represent the DTSs measured for NPP 
horizontal slownesses where 1 ≤ k ≤ NPP, PSvkf represent the DTSs measured for 
NPSv horizontal slownesses where 1 ≤ k ≤ NPSv and let mj represent the model for 
M anisotropic-parameters where 1 ≤ j ≤ M. As shown in Chapter 2, model update 
can be obtained by solving a set of over-determined linear equations for the 
variable updates mδ  according to 
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                                                        ,                                                                 (4.16) 
and 
 f= [ ]TPSvNPSvPSvPPNPPPP PSvPP ffffff ...... 2121 . 
The solution for the model updates δm is obtained by solving the over-determined 
Equation 4.14 in the least square sense by minimizing the L2 norm of objective 
function 2fmG +δ  (Menke, 1989, page 36) as 
( ) fGGGm TT 1−−=δ                                                                                                 (4.17) 
The DTSs for P-P and P-Sv data can be written as 
)(2 (m)ττf PPreal




P −+−=Sv .                                                              (4.19) 
[ ]Tz∆∆∆∆∆= δεβαδ 00m
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SvPPSv ττf   .                                                                               (4.21) 
For TI anisotropy, exact analytical expressions for vertical delay time (τ) in terms 
of horizontal slowness and Thomsen’s parameters exist. I use the exact analytical 
partial derivatives of vertical delay time (τ ) with respect to Thomsen’s parameters 
to build the G matrix using equations 4.20 and 4.21. The model update obtained 






Figure 4.9: (a) DTS panel obtained by cross-correlating P-wave operator in Fig. 
4.7 (a) and CFP gather in Fig. 4.7 (b), (b) DTS panel obtained by 
cross-correlating P-wave operator in Fig. 4.8 (a) and CFP gather in 





Figure 4.10: (a) P-wave focusing operator versus (b) CFP gather for P-P data for 






Figure 4.11: (a) P-wave focusing operator versus (b) CFP gather for P-Sv data for 








Figure 4.12: (a) DTS panel obtained by cross-correlating P-wave operator in Fig. 
4.10 (a) and CFP gather in Fig. 4.10 (b), (b) DTS panel obtained by 
cross-correlating P-wave operator in Fig. 4.11 (a) and CFP gather in 
Fig. 4.11 (b) for 10% erroneous model. 
 
4.4 ANALYTIC EXAMPLE 
In the Blackfoot field, the target zone is located at a depth of 
approximately 1700 m. The layers thicknesses are in the range of 40 to 120 m. 
This allows very small aperture even when maximum offset to depth ratio is high. 
The small thicknesses of layers lead to increased uncertainty in correct picking of 
a particular event. Moreover, the effect of anisotropy on traveltime resulting from 
thin layers is very small and difficult to identify in limited aperture, limited 
bandwidth data. This makes estimation of local parameters based on layer-




Figure 4.13: The z-component of shot gather generated by finite differencing 
modeling for an elastic model based on Blackfoot geology after 
removal of direct arrival. 
For the given geology, first I perform joint inversion analytically by 
assuming that there is no noise or picking error. For no noise, the joint inversion 
of P-wave response and Sv-wave response gives a constrained estimate for most 
of the anisotropic layers (Table 4.1). However, this is an ideal condition. Real 
data invariably contains noise. So I introduce random noise of the order of 1 ms 
that may be associated with very small picking error in a high quality data. For 
this case also I am able to obtain parameter estimates which are reasonably close 
to the real values for most layers (Table 4.1). However, when I introduce random 
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error of the order of 10 ms which is reasonable for the Blackfoot model, the 
inversion becomes unstable for anisotropic layers (Table 4.1). Thus it is very 
difficult to obtain anisotropic parameter estimate for each layer overlying the 
channel. Instead the average parameter for the coal and shale layers overlying the 
channel should be obtained and used for estimation of depth of channels. 
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Figure 4.14: The x-component of shot gather generated by finite differencing 
modeling for an elastic model based on Blackfoot geology after 
removal of direct arrivals. 
4.5 SYNTHETIC DATA EXAMPLE 
The results of analytic inversion suggest that it is difficult to obtain a 
constrained estimate of anisotropic parameters and depth for each layer by using 
joint inversion of P-P and P-Sv data for the true geology of Blackfoot field. 
However, to test the effectiveness of joint inversion in constraining parameter 
estimates, I create a model with similar geology as Blakcfoot field but with 
greatly amplified layer thicknesses. For this model, I generate synthetic data using 
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staggered grid finite differencing, 4th order in space and 2nd order in time (Virieux, 
1986; Levander, 1988). Figure 4.13 shows the vertical component and Figure 4.14 
shows the horizontal component of recorded data after removal of direct arrival 
and some preprocessing. I apply a radon transform to convert the data from x-t 
domain to τ-p domain. Figure 4.15 and 4.16 show the vertical and horizontal 
component of recorded data in τ-p domain. The P-P and P-Sv data cannot be 
separated completely as both are present in each recording component (vertical 
and horizontal) of data. The vertical component predominantly represents the P-P 
data and the horizontal component predominantly represents P-Sv data. I perform 
inversion in a layer-stripping fashion. Here I present the result of inversion for 
Fisch Scale zone formation. I use the τ-p domain version of CFP method to obtain 
traveltime errors (DTSs). Figure 4.17 and 4.18 show the DTS picking for P-P and 
P-Sv data for initial guess model. After a few iterations, I obtain a parameter set 
that makes the DTSs for both P-P and P-Sv data nearly zero (Figure 4.19 and 
4.20). Table 4.2 shows the true parameter and the parameter obtained from 














α0 3300 m/s 3324 m/s 
β0 1520 m/s 1500 m/s 
ε 0.23 0.27 
δ 0.06 0.007 
z 1000 m 1005 m 
 
Table 4.2: Results of parameter inversion using CFP method for the anisotropic 
parameters of Fisch Scale layer in the Blackfoot model. 
 
 
Figure 4.15: The z-component of shot gather in Figure 4.13, after performing 






Figure 4.16: (a) The x-component of shot gather in Figure 4.13, after performing 






Figure 4.17: The picking of differential time shift (DTS) on P-P mode data for the 




Figure 4.18: The picking of differential time shift (DTS) on P-Sv mode data for 








Figure 4.19: The picking of differential time shift (DTS) on P-P mode data for the 




Figure 4.20: The picking of differential time shift (DTS) on P-Sv mode data for 
the model obtained from inversion.  
 
4.6 SUMMARY 
          CFP domain analysis has advantages in dealing with converted wave (P-Sv) 
data due to separate focusing at receiver side and source side. This obviates the 
need of data binning based on estimation of common conversion point (CCP) 
location. The joint inversion in τ-p domain has been performed on synthetic 
dataset for the geology encountered in the Blackfoot field. The analytic joint 
inversion of P-P and P-Sv traveltime for the given model yields satisfactory result 
when picking uncertainty and noise level is extremely low. However, when the 
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picking uncertainty is moderate, the inversion becomes unstable. The cause of 
instability in inversion lies in very small effect of anisotropy on traveltime due to 
the small thicknesses of anisotropic layers. To demonstrate the efficacy of joint 
inversion in constrained estimation of depth as well as anisotropic parameters, I 
build a model having same geology but increased layer thicknesses. The result of 
inversion using synthetic dataset for this model is stable and yields values close to 




Chapter 5: Summary and future work 
 
5.1 SUMMARY 
When the subsurface is heterogeneous and/or anisotropic, prestack depth 
migration of seismic reflection data using a subsurface model derived from 
isotropic velocity analysis may lead to incorrect positioning of the target reflector 
in depth image. This may result in erroneous interpretation of the target zone. The 
source of error is often not the forward problem of wave propagation, but the 
incorrect or insufficient elastic parameters (e.g. neglecting anisotropy) derived 
from inversion. The problem with anisotropy estimation is it being highly 
sensitive to noise requires very precise mapping of moveout residual to error in 
model parameter. The NMO based analysis is not suitable for complex geology as 
it is based on assumption of flat or constantly dipping layers. The CIG method 
gives the residual moveout in terms of depth error. The CFP domain analysis has 
an advantage in the fact that the error is given in time and mapping of error in 
traveltime to the error in model parameters becomes more robust. The CFP 
domain analysis has been used to estimate isotropic heterogeneous subsurface 
velocity model (Kabir, 1997). For my research, I extend the CFP based analysis to 
the estimation of anisotropic parameters for a heterogeneous subsurface. 
Our ability to estimate subsurface model depends on several factors like 
source-receiver geometry (e.g. maximum reflection aperture for target horizon), 
type of data (e.g. single component versus multi-component), amount of noise, 
temporal resolution of data etc. For a given geological setting and data acquisition 
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it is important to evaluate our ability or limitation in estimating subsurface elastic 
parameters which in turn can aid in assessment of risk involved with a certain 
interpretation. Common Focus Point (CFP) domain prestack velocity analysis 
using a layer-stripping approach can help in isolating the effects of anisotropy 
from the imprints of complex overburden. This makes it possible to quantitatively 
analyze the effects of acquisition geometry, temporal and spatial bandwidth on the 
uncertainty associated with parameter estimation. In this dissertation, the 
uncertainty associated with anisotropic parameter estimation for a transversely 
isotropic (TI) media have been assessed quantitatively under different 
experimental settings. The experimental conditions include maximum offset to 
depth ratio (spatial aperture), layer thickness, tilt in symmetry axis of TI medium, 
and the use of mode converted data.  
In Chapter 1, the key concepts like anisotropy, migration velocity analysis, 
inversion, sensitivity analysis etc. that are integral to elastic parameter estimation 
using seismic reflection data have been introduced and defined. Also the objective 
and organization of my dissertation have been provided in this chapter.  
As explained in chapter 2, the Common Focus Point (CFP) technology 
defines a recent method of prestack migration velocity analysis which has several 
advantages over other popular methods. One remarkable advantage is that the 
imaging error is given directly in time allowing easier model updates through 
inversion. The CFP technique has been used in recent past for estimating isotropic 
heterogeneous velocity model for geologically complex subsurface. For my 
research, this method has been extended to anisotropic parameter inversion by 
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suitable implementation of the space-time domain version of CFP method for 
picking the traveltime error resulting from the incorrect guess model. This 
approach has been successfully implemented for anisotropy estimation of the 
shale thrust-sheets in the Canadian Foothills model. This model had targets of 
interest below transversely isotropic shale thrust-sheets and estimating anisotropic 
parameters was important for proper depth imaging of target zone. The synthetic 
P-mode data used for the analysis has been generated using a finite difference 
algorithm.  
In chapter 3, the advantages or limitations of CFP domain velocity 
analysis in estimating the anisotropic parameters has been assessed quantitatively. 
To this end, a sensitivity analysis has been performed under different 
experimental settings like different observation apertures, layer thicknesses, tilt in 
symmetry axis, picking error and the use of mode converted data. The results 
have quantitatively established the advantage of joint inversion of P-P and Sv-Sv 
data or P-P and P-Sv data over the conventional inversion of solely P-P data in 
constraining the depth and anisotropic parameters. Also it has been established 
that the constraint on parameter estimation improves with increase in angle of tilt 
of symmetry axis with respect to the reflector.  
In chapter 4, the advantages of CFP domain analysis in dealing with mode 
converted P-Sv data has been shown by focusing of different wave types at the 
receiver side and the source side. In complex media, this helps avoid the 
cumbersome calculation of common conversion point (CCP) location. The CFP 
analysis has been applied for estimating anisotropic parameters as well as layer 
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thickness by joint inversion of P-P and P-Sv synthetic data for the geology 
encountered in Blackfoot field.  
 
5.2 FUTURE WORK 
Here I have used manual picking of traveltime error from a graphical 
display of DTS panel. For inversion I have used quasi-linear approach of 
Newton’s method for obtaining parameter updates. For complex models, the 
manual picking at every analysis point may be cumbersome and prone to error. So 
for future research, I suggest the use of global optimization approach of Very Fast 
Simulated Annealing (VFSA) (Varela et al., 1998; Sen and Stoffa, 1995). For this 
approach, interpreter intervention will be required only to restrict the search space 
(Varela et al., 1998).  
I also suggest a similar sensitivity analysis to study the resolvability of 
vertical or lateral velocity gradients and the anisotropic parameters. It may give 
insight into the resolvability of heterogeneity from anisotropy when they are 
present simultaneously. The analysis can also be extended to azimuthally 
anisotropic media. Uncertainty estimation based on the theory presented here can 
also be used to predict the success of amplitude variation with offset (AVO) 
analysis for a given geological and data acquisition setting.  
In the current research, I use first arrival travel times to generate focusing 
operators. Though velocity analysis using first arrival was adequate for this 
research, in more complex situations the strongest reflected energy may not 
correspond to first arrival. A more adequate operator should be built that takes 
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into account triplications and multi-pathing. Further research may be carried out 
to design such operators without significant loss of efficiency.  
An important constraint on use of CFP domain velocity analysis and 
migration is that it is computationally expensive. This makes its application to 3-
D data and velocity models very difficult. However, it is possible to make CFP 
technology more efficient by use of parallel computing. The data can be 
decomposed into different frequency components and the processing for each 
component can be distributed to different processors and finally the results can be 
combined. For future research, I suggest that an algorithm should be developed 
that makes use of parallel computing to make this analysis feasible and useful for 
3-D analysis of large datasets. 
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